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“Timely and important . . . It should be our North Star for the recovery and beyond.” —Hillary

Clinton“Sperling makes a forceful case that only by speaking to matters of the spirit can liberals

root their belief in economic justice in people’s deepest aspirations—in their sense of purpose

and self-worth.” —The New York Times When Gene Sperling was in charge of coordinating

economic policy in the Obama White House, he found himself surprised when serious people

in Washington told him that the Obama focus on health care was a distraction because it was

“not focused on the economy.” How, he asked, was the fear felt by millions of Americans of

being one serious illness away from financial ruin not considered an economic issue? Too

often, Sperling found that we measured economic success by metrics like GDP instead of

whether the economy was succeeding in lifting up the sense of meaning, purpose, fulfillment,

and security of people. In Economic Dignity, Sperling frames the way forward in a time of

wrenching change and offers a vision of an economy whose guiding light is the promotion of

dignity for all Americans.

One of Ebook Tops's best Business and Leadership books of 2020 so far“Sperling makes a

forceful case that only by speaking to matters of the spirit can liberals root their belief in

economic justice in people’s deepest aspirations — in their sense of purpose and self-worth.” —

The New York Times“As the coronavirus pandemic devastates the economy and

unemployment claims surge to epic heights, economist Sperling argues that numbers don’t tell

the whole story . . . prescient.” –The National Book Review“Gene Sperling draws a compelling

case for looking beyond the numbers to the nature and quality of work in the twenty-first

century. His clear-eyed, sharp analysis demands a close read by policy makers and the rank

and file alike. Economic Dignity shakes up static debates about education, tax policy, labor, and

American values, and it should galvanize actors across the political spectrum to reexamine our

common purpose. In turn, this thoughtful take reminds us of our capacity for progress when we

put people at the center—and defend the dignity of all.” —Stacey Abrams “In a time of ever

more powerful technologies and growing economic uncertainty, we need to be clear on our

values. Gene Sperling shows why economic dignity should be our end goal and provides a

compelling program to bring it within the grasp of all Americans. Economic Dignity is a must-

read for every policymaker, economist and citizen.” —Erik Brynjolfsson, professor at MIT and

co-author of The Second Machine Age “Gene Sperling, one of the nation’s most distinguished

public servants, reminds us that while money matters, life is about much more, and proposes

that policymakers focus on dignity, that economic dignity ‘should be the North Star to guide our

journey’ toward greater justice. This book is an exemplary guide toward policies that promote

not just employment and good wages, but also the life of purpose and meaning that has been

lost to so many Americans in recent decades.” —Professor Sir Angus Deaton, Nobel Laureate

in Economics 2015 “Sperling’s call to make economic dignity our North Star provides a

powerful moral frame for guiding economic policy that can be unifying for all progressives—

even when we don't agree on every solution. Sperling rightly stresses that we need bold steps

to ensure what he calls an ‘economic dignity wage’ and economy that provides true first and

second chances, and that government must play a far bigger and smarter role in ensuring the

innovation, worker power, and skills we need to make economic change work for the many and

not just the few. Sperling is one of the most important economic thinkers of our time.” —Ro



Khanna, member of Congress “Never have I come across a book that is so intellectually

engaging, deeply compassionate, and solutions oriented at the same time. Economic Dignity is

all of those things on a topic as encompassing and defining as the economy.” —Ai-jen Poo,

Director, National Domestic Workers Alliance “Economic Dignity points us beyond our fixation

on GDP to the ends economic policy should serve—promoting the dignity of work and the well-

being of families and communities. Gene Sperling reconnects economics to moral and civic

purpose and offers a framework for a much-needed debate about how to help those left behind

by the winner-take-all economy of recent times. A healthy economy not only delivers the goods,

he reminds us; it also provides the basis for mutual respect among citizens.” —Michael J.

Sandel, author of What Money Can’t Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets“Gene Sperling gets it.

He understands that the Dignity of Work isn't just a political slogan -- it's an ethos; it's who we

are as progressives, and it's how we must govern. Defining and fighting for that dignity is at the

heart of today's economic debates, and that makes Gene Sperling essential reading.”—

Senator Sherrod BrownAbout the AuthorGene Sperling was director of the National Economic

Council under both President Obama (2011-2014) and President Clinton (1997-2001). Sperling

is the author of The Pro-Growth Progressive (2005) and What Works in Girls' Education:

Evidence for the World's Best Investment (2004, 2015); founded the Center for Universal

Education at the Brookings Institution; has been a senior economic advisor on multiple

presidential campaigns; and was a consultant on NBC's The West Wing for four seasons. --

This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Chapter OneEconomic Metrics and InvisibilityThere is a joke about an inebriated man

looking in a parking lot for his car keys one night. He keeps looking over and over again in the

same spot. Finally, a helpful pedestrian tries to help and asks, "So I take it you think you lost

them in this spot?" The man replies, "No, but this is the only place where the light is

shining."This may be a bad joke, but it is not a bad metaphor for describing the error of

allowing economic metrics like gross domestic product (GDP) to be viewed as the main end

goal of economic policy. Of course, growth is important. But the focus on GDP represents the

most classic economic confusion of means and ends. Indeed, any economic metric that cannot

tell us whether the great majority of people are seeing their lives enhanced cannot be a rational

or humane end goal for economic policy. The only logical end goal for economic policy in a

democracy is that which lifts up what matters most in the lives of the people that policy is

supposed to serve. Economics, by the people, of the people, and for the people.Nobel Prize-

winning economist Richard Thaler has said that a mistake in many human activities is to focus

more on what can be measured than on what is most important. Consider your own life. For

many of us, finding a loving, supportive life partner and the happiness of our children are the

highest values-even if those values are incalculable and can never be measured with precision.

Yet economics in practice is unusually focused on what can be counted, measured, added, and

subtracted. As a consequence, we miss a lot of what we would capture if we focused more on

the end goal of economic dignity.Two Kennedys and Two Views of GDPRobert F. Kennedy is

known for offering an eloquent critique of what GDP does and does not measure. In 1968, he

noted that,Gross National Product counts air pollution and cigarette advertising, and

ambulances to clear our highways of carnage. It counts special locks for our doors and the jails

for the people who break them. It counts the destruction of the redwood and the loss of our

natural wonder in chaotic sprawl. It counts napalm and counts nuclear warheads and armored

cars for the police to fight the riots in our cities.He went on to note what it does not

measure:The gross national product does not allow for the health of our children, the quality of

their education or the joy of their play. It does not include the beauty of our poetry or the



strength of our marriages, the intelligence of our public debate or the integrity of our public

officials. . . . [I]t measures everything in short, except that which makes life worthwhile.This is

not to dismiss the importance of economic growth. A growing economy with rising productivity

is critical to how a nation can produce more goods and critical services with fewer labor hours

and raise standards of living generation by generation. A growing economy can make more

room for more people to move up or move in without others having to take a smaller slice of the

economic pie. And there is increasing evidence of how promotion of aspects of economic

dignity complement, not detract from, growth. Reducing vast inequality puts more money in the

pockets of families who will spend on their basic economic security, leading to higher economic

demand. Policies that ensure that all Americans have first and second chances to pursue their

potential means not only more people finding purpose and meaning in their economic lives, but

more success in ensuring we are producing at our national potential.Yet economic growth by

itself should never be considered an appropriate ultimate end goal for economic policy. Its

ultimate value lies in the degree it serves as a means to lift up what is most universally

treasured and precious in people's lives. In a nation that structures its markets and economic

policy to lift up all of its people, a 4 percent growth rate can be a vital means to the end goal of

a more just society. Yet a 4 percent growth rate is hardly an end goal for all economic policy if it

is produced through mass exploitation of workers or delivers benefits to only the top one-tenth

of 1 percent.This is not a theoretical exercise: consider Norway and Saudi Arabia. Both are

relatively high-wealth nations with major oil reserves. Over the past few decades, both have

had multiyear GDP growth rates of 4 percent or more. Yet the benefits of this strong GDP vary

dramatically for each country's citizens. Norway is famously egalitarian, its increased growth

broadly shared. In Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, a royal family leads the government and owns the

world's biggest oil company, which dominates the country's economy. Changes in GDP may

reflect the fortunes of the royal family but reveal little about the standard of living for the typical

Saudi Arabian, especially women, who lack the most basic freedoms.Ironically, the line that is

often used to justify a focus on economic growth as an end goal came from Robert Kennedy's

brother, John F. Kennedy. JFK's line that "a rising tide lifts all boats" is often used to promote

GDP as an ultimate end goal based on a kind of faith that a rise in growth will automatically lift

the well-being of all people. It has also been used by some to argue that tax policies that

benefit the most well-off will automatically lead to widely shared growth. This is kind of a

double-water metaphor: benefits to the most well-off will trickle down and thus create a rising

tide benefitting everyone. In fact, Kennedy never used the "rising tide" line to defend tax cuts or

the types of market fundamentalist policies that conservatives frequently use it to advance.

Indeed, the first time JFK used the line as president was in Colorado on August 17, 1962, to

appropriately praise congressional approval of a giant dam project. But there is little question

that JFK's rising tide line gets repeated across the political spectrum to advance the

dangerously false assumption that the connection between raising the economic tide and lifting

up all families is automatic. It is not. Whether all boats are being lifted in the ways that matter

most to people's lives is the test for whether economic growth is working-and never to be

assumed to be a by-product of GDP.Some who seek to push GDP as the only goal that matters

suggest that the question of whether all boats are in fact lifted in a rising tide is a second-order

matter of "distribution." Nobel Prize-winning economist Robert E. Lucas Jr. has written, "Of the

tendencies that are harmful to sound economics, the most seductive, and in my opinion the

most poisonous, is to focus on questions of distribution. . . . The potential for improving the lives

of poor people by finding different ways of distributing current production is nothing compared

to the apparently limitless potential of increasing production." The notion is that hardheaded,



serious economic thinkers focus on the core end goal of economic growth, and the idea of how

well it spreads benefits to the large majority of a nation's people is for those who place

softhearted politics over hardheaded economics. I vehemently disagree. How well markets and

economic policy lifts up what matters most in people's lives is not a second-order issue. It is

the whole ball game, the only legitimate end goal of economic policy.But What About Better

Economic Metrics?For many years, I bought into the notion that the way to get beyond GDP as

the end goal of the economic policy world was simply to push our focus toward other economic

metrics that were better proxies for shared growth and shared prosperity. Measures like the

Gini-coefficient, median income, unemployment rates, and job growth paint a more accurate

picture of whether a rising tide is in fact lifting all boats than examining GDP or the value of the

stock market. Yet even those metrics are still means to larger economic ends-and have

shortcomings when they are considered ends in themselves.Consider the Gini coefficient,

which is named after an Italian statistics whiz named Corrado Gini (I promise it is not as

complicated as it sounds). The Gini coefficient measures how much inequality there is in an

economy, with a measure between 0 and 1. If a country had a 1, it would mean that one person

controlled all of a nation's income. If it was 0, it would mean that income was perfectly equal

among all its citizens. If the number is moving toward 0, it means your nation is improving when

it comes to economic inequality.While there are few economic goals as important as reducing

economic inequality, even a measure like reducing the Gini coefficient cannot be seen as an

ultimate end goal in itself. For example, imagine if the United States implemented a set of

policies that reduced the income of the very richest Americans by 30 percent while reducing

the income of everyone else by 20 percent. The Gini coefficient would have gotten better, but

no one would likely be celebrating. A version of this actually happened: the World Bank

estimates that the United States' Gini coefficient declined from 2007 to 2010 during the severe

economic hardship of the Great Recession. The point here is that even a metric that measures

something as unobjectionably good as reducing inequality is still not an ultimate end goal in

itself, if it is not in the context of serving a larger end goal of lifting up lives and well-being

together with reducing economic inequalities.Median income is certainly more informative to

our economic goals than average income. To ruthlessly steal a metaphor from my friend and

fellow short man Robert Reich, telling people what average income is can be like saying that

LeBron James and I are on average six feet tall (I am five foot five). Or like saying that when

Bill Gates walks into a bar, the average income inside immediately becomes astronomical.

Median income avoids this problem: it tells us whether the typical American is making more or

less income. As painfully slow income growth over the last several decades has been one of

the great drivers of economic inequality and insecurity for working families, sustained and

robust increases in median income would clearly be a critical ingredient to more shared

prosperity. And yet, even seeing median income alone as an economic end goal can blind

policymakers to other economic dignity pains. Median income can easily rise for a few years,

even as Americans experience greater insecurity over health and retirement security,

pessimism over the prospects for their children-not to mention rising health, childcare, and

higher education costs that for many families can swamp an increase in wages. A singular

focus on even median income can make invisible much of the anxiety, economic fear, abuse at

work, and economic disillusionment that has been part of the recent angst with status quo

politics in the United States and across much of the world.None of this is to suggest we should

give up on economic metrics. Far from it. The economics profession should do everything in its

power to design economic indicators that paint a more refined and accurate picture of whether

the quality of most people's lives is improving. There has been progress. Official unemployment



statistics now include a broader measure with a riveting name, the "U-6." While that name may

sound like a rock band or military plane, it provides a much better economic picture of not just

who is unemployed, but who is struggling due to working part-time against their will or has

given up looking for a job because they are so discouraged. There also is a better poverty

metric. The relatively new Supplemental Poverty Measure gives a more accurate picture of

economic hardship by reflecting out-of-pocket health spending, local living costs, and whether

low-income people benefited from policies like the earned income tax credit (EITC).The

Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress, which was

called for in 2008 by French president Nicolas Sarkozy and is led by noted economists

Amartya Sen, Joseph Stiglitz, and Jean-Paul Fitoussi, was a search for better economic

measurements of human well-being. Heather Boushey, head of the Washington Center for

Equitable Growth, has made great progress in promoting an important new measurement of

GDP-GDP 2.0-that aims to tell us how much growth is going to people at the bottom, middle,

and top of the income ladder. Likewise, it could be worthwhile to create an Economic Dignity

Index that seeks to paint a comprehensive picture of how well people in our nation experience

a comprehensive sense of economic dignity in their lives.Yet we should also be under no

illusions. As Stiglitz and his coauthors rightly note, "there is no simple way of representing

every aspect of well-being in a single number in the way GDP describes market economic

output." Any single metric makes it too easy to make too many people and too many types of

economic pain invisible to policymakers.When I was the national economic adviser under

President Clinton, I can remember during the boom of the late 1990s that the classic economic

metrics-GDP, jobs, poverty, median income-were all clicking so well. I asked our star economic

staffer and future Office of Management and Budget director Peter Orszag to look through

every possible economic metric to see if we could spot any weaknesses in the economy. It

turned up a curious weakness: personal bankruptcies, which ended up being explained in a

significant way by the devastating cycle stemming from health-care costs, even in a roaring

economy. So yes, the review of all economic metrics was of course worthwhile. But it would

have been smart as well to ask the entire staff to consider, even in a strong economy, what

were the worst types of economic pain, despair, and domination that existed in our economy

even if they were not showing up in any metric? That type of inquiry avoids the unfortunate

tendency in the economics profession to only dignify an issue as "economic" when it shows up

in a traditional economic metric-a habit that allows too much economic pain to be invisible. Too

often, important issues such as paid family leave or workplace sexual harassment or workers

struggling with addiction are only classified as an "economic issue" when they show up in a

quantifiable metric like workforce participation numbers. But why?If, for example, the need to

support family or to pursue economic potential leads millions to experience harmful abuse or

harassment at work, or compromises their capacity to care for their children or other loved

ones, why should that not be seen as a major economic issue-whether or not it shows up in a

traditional economic metric? Economic dignity will never be Moneyball.--This text refers to the

paperback edition.Read more
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Praise for Economic DignityAn Ebook Tops Best Business and Leadership Book of 2020A

Financial Times Best Economic Book of 2020An Ebook Tops Book of the Month:

NonfictionPorchlight’s May Bestselling Business Books“Sperling makes a forceful case that

only by speaking to matters of the spirit can liberals root their belief in economic justice in

people’s deepest aspirations—in their sense of purpose and self-worth.”—The New York

Times“[Sperling] explains the history of economic dignity in the American context, from colonial

days to Martin Luther King Jr. to today’s progressive activists. He also offers a three-part

definition: being able to care for one’s family; having the opportunity to reach one’s potential;

and being free from domination and humiliation. . . . Yet perhaps the [book’s] sharpest point is

the notion that politicians shouldn’t focus on policy mechanisms. They should focus on

principles. When a political debate revolves around means rather than ends—like private vs.

public health insurance—people often retreat to their tribal corners. When a debate instead

revolves around principles—people with serious illnesses shouldn’t have to pay more health

insurance—progress becomes easier.”—David Leonhardt, The New York Times“Sperling sets

out a socially inclusive form of dignity against the exclusive dignity that may be derived from

race, religion, or some other signifier of division. It is a noble aspiration.”—Martin Wolf,

Financial Times“Gene is one of the smartest and most decent people I’ve worked with. Every

democrat should read his case for why economic dignity should be the driving purpose of

economic policy.”—Jon Favreau, host of Pod Save America“The single-best definition of

governing policy toward economics that I have heard.”—Lawrence O’Donnell, host of MSNBC’s

The Last Word“Economic Dignity is a serious piece of progressive work that reads like

something you’d see in the Prospect.”—Robert Kuttner, The American Prospect“Gene Sperling

gets it. He understands that the ‘dignity of work’ isn’t just a political slogan—it’s an ethos; it’s

who we are as progressives, and it’s how we must govern. Defining and fighting for that dignity

is at the heart of today’s economic debates, and that makes Gene Sperling essential

reading.”—Senator Sherrod Brown“A timely and important new book . . . It should be our North

Star for the recovery and beyond.”—Hillary Clinton“In a well-written and accessible style,

Sperling argues that the main goal of economic policy should not focus on measurements such

as the gross domestic product or the unemployment rate. These are just means to an end, he

insists. The ultimate aim for economic policy, he says, ought to be developing and

strengthening a society in which people live worthwhile lives, enjoying family, pursuing purpose

and happiness, feeling important and autonomous.”—David Corn, Mother Jones“Gene

Sperling argues for a new value system to underpin American economic policy. . . . It is

measured in ‘economic dignity,’ which includes sufficiently high pay, time to spend with family

members (or take care of them), and the peace of mind that comes from adequate health care

and a strong safety net. The notion that some spheres of life should be beyond the reach of the

economy or the state is a powerful one with a rich heritage.”—The Economist“Dignity has long

been one of the most underestimated forces in politics and geopolitics. The core lesson is that

we underestimate the value and centrality of dignity at our peril. Gene argues so persuasively,

so powerfully, and so uniquely in this book how dignity needs to be at the heart of what we

bring to our thinking about policy making.”—Samantha Power, former US ambassador to the

United Nations“Gene Sperling draws a compelling case for looking beyond the numbers to the

nature and quality of work in the twenty-first century. His clear-eyed, sharp analysis demands a

close read by policy makers and the rank and file alike. Economic Dignity shakes up static

debates about education, tax policy, labor, and American values, and it should galvanize actors



across the political spectrum to reexamine our common purpose. In turn, this thoughtful take

reminds us of our capacity for progress when we put people at the center—and defend the

dignity of all.”—Stacey Abrams“You should get this book and read it. It is moving. These ideas

will work.”—President William Jefferson Clinton“Sperling’s call to make economic dignity our

North Star provides a powerful moral frame for guiding economic policy that can be unifying for

all progressives—even when we don’t agree on every solution. . . . Sperling is one of the most

important economic thinkers of our time.”—Ro Khanna, member of Congress“Economic Dignity

is a must-read for every policymaker, economist, and citizen.”—Erik Brynjolfsson, author of The

Second Machine Age“Never have I come across a book that is so intellectually engaging,

deeply compassionate, and solutions-oriented at the same time. Economic Dignity is all of

those things on a topic as encompassing and defining as the economy.”—Ai-jen Poo,

cofounder and executive director of the National Domestic Workers Alliance“Gene Sperling’s

new book . . . lays out the path forward—and does it with the heart Gene brings to all he

does.”—Jennifer Palmieri“In his new book, Gene Sperling shows how paying living wages and

giving people agency over their lives can create a more dynamic economy. Sperling shows that

the question of modern politics is not growth or equity, but growth and equity. Not only that, he

shows that with a focus on economic dignity, town can be united with city; rural with urban;

young with old; and North with South, as these values transcend both place and identity. It is

for that reason that this book will become required reading this year on both sides of the

Atlantic.”—David Muir, New Statesman“An extraordinary book that is well timed. At the forefront

of our lives is the public health crisis, but we are also in the midst of an economic crisis we

have never before seen. One of the reasons Gene’s book is so important is that while many

others focus on the what or the how or the how much or the when of economics, he begins

where we must: on the why of it.”—David Rothkopf, Deep State Radio podcast“Well-reasoned

and informative . . . This balanced and authoritative take shows how to work within the system

to produce meaningful change.”—Publishers Weekly“[Economic Dignity] seems particularly

appropriate for the challenges of this time. . . . It seems as if it was written for this moment.”—

David Axelrod“A must-read as our nation builds out of COVID-19.”—Joe Sanberg, cofounder of

Aspiration“Economic Dignity points us beyond our fixation on GDP to the ends economic policy

should serve—promoting the dignity of work and the well-being of families and communities.

Gene Sperling reconnects economics to moral and civic purpose and offers a framework for a

much-needed debate about how to help those left behind by the winner-take-all economy of

recent times. A healthy economy not only delivers the goods, he reminds us, it also provides

the basis for mutual respect among citizens.”—Michael J. Sandel, author of What Money Can’t

Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets“Gene Sperling, one of the nation’s most distinguished public

servants, reminds us that while money matters, life is about much more, and proposes that

policymakers focus on dignity as our North Star. This book is an exemplary guide toward

policies that promote not just employment and good wages but also the life of purpose and

meaning that has been lost to so many Americans in recent decades.”—Professor Sir Angus

Deaton, 2015 Nobel Laureate in EconomicsPENGUIN BOOKSECONOMIC DIGNITYGene

Sperling was director of the National Economic Council under both President Obama (2011–

2014) and President Clinton (1997–2001). Sperling is the author of The Pro-Growth

Progressive (2005) and the coauthor of What Works in Girls’ Education: Evidence for the

World’s Best Investment (2015); founded the Center for Universal Education at the Brookings

Institution; has been a senior economic advisor on multiple presidential campaigns; and was a

consultant on NBC’s The West Wing for four seasons.ALSO BY GENE SPERLINGWhat Works

in Girls’ Education (with Rebecca Winthrop and Barbara Herz)The Pro-Growth



ProgressivePENGUIN BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLCFirst published in the

United States of America by Penguin Press, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC,

2020Published in Penguin Books 2021Copyright © 2020 by Gene SperlingPenguin supports

copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and

creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for

complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any

form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to

publish books for every reader.TAKE THIS JOB AND SHOVE ITWords and Music by DAVID

ALLEN COE © 1977 (Renewed) WARNER-TAMERLANE PUBLISHING CORP.All Rights

ReservedUsed By Permission of ALFRED MUSICthe library of congress has catalogued the

hardcover edition as follows:Names: Sperling, Gene B., author.Title: Economic dignity / Gene

Sperling.Subjects: LCSH: United States—Economic conditions—21st century. | United States—

Economic policy—21st century. | Income distribution—United States—History—21st

century.Classification: LCC HC103 .S713 2020 (print) | LCC HC103 (ebook) | DDC 331.20973

—dc23LC record available atLC ebook record available atWhile the author has made every

effort to provide accurate telephone numbers, internet addresses, and other contact

information at the time of publication, neither the publisher nor the author assumes any

responsibility for errors or for changes that occur after publication. Further, the publisher does

not have any control over and does not assume any responsibility for author or third-party

websites or their content.Cover design by Darren Haggarpid_prh_5.5.0_c0_r3Through their

love and example, my parents, Doris and Larry Sperling, sought to inspire all their children and

grandchildren to find their own path and purpose, think for themselves, cherish family above all,

and fight for those denied justice and dignity. This book is for

them.CONTENTSIntroductionSECTION IDEFINING DIGNITY1. Economic Metrics and

Invisibility2. Defining Dignity: Negative and PositiveSECTION IITHE THREE PILLARS OF

ECONOMIC DIGNITYIntroduction to the Three Pillars3. It Starts with Family (and the Equality

of the Best Things in Life)4. The Pursuit of Potential and Purpose5. Economic Respect:

Freedom from Domination and HumiliationSECTION IIIGOVERNMENTS, MARKETS, AND

CHANGE6. Economic Dignity: Government’s Responsibility7. Markets of the People, by the

People, for the People8. Structuring Change to Protect Economic DignitySECTION IVWORK

AND DIGNITY9. Work and Economic Dignity10. The Empty Promise of “Dignity of Work”

Conservatives11. An Economic Dignity Wage12. A Dignity Net for All13. Double-Dignity

Jobs14. Can All Work Have Meaning?SECTION VWORKER POWER AND WORKER

POTENTIAL15. Worker Power16. Worker Potential: Yes, Education and Skills Still

MatterConclusion: Inclusive Dignity or Divisive Dignity?

AcknowledgmentsNotesIndexINTRODUCTIONIn the fall of 2009, it was not unusual for me to

get a call from a congressman or senator wanting to complain about President Barack

Obama’s economic policy. I was doing a stint as a senior counselor to the secretary of the

Treasury—part of the special firefighting team brought in during the worst of the financial crisis.

As I had previously been President Bill Clinton’s White House national economic adviser and

had worked in the West Wing every day of his eight years, many members of Congress knew

me well—certainly well enough to feel comfortable complaining.One call that fall got right to the

point: “Gene, a few of us were talking, and we were hoping you could help convince President

Obama that he should be focusing only on the economy—not health care!”The congressman

was not claiming that President Obama had not thrown his heart and soul into saving the

economy from the most devastating financial crisis since the Great Depression. Clearly, he

had. Nor was he asking for a dramatic second stimulus plan. This member of Congress, like



many others, was already petrified about a political backlash over the false notion that too

much had already been spent. What he wanted was better “optics.” He wanted President

Obama to demonstrate that he was focused solely on the economy—to use President Clinton’s

famous line—“like a laser beam.” And that meant that he should stop talking about his fight for

universal health care and talk only about jobs and growth.At one level, this was just another

call you get in the government that makes you want to scream in frustration. But there was

something else that struck me more deeply: the unexamined assumption that guaranteeing

health-care security for every American was somehow not about “the economy.”In the over two

decades since I started my policy career on the 1988 presidential campaign of Massachusetts

governor Michael Dukakis, I had been privileged to be on the field or at least in a good box

seat for most of our national economic policy debate. I had been blessed to work for leaders

truly committed to economic justice, from Mario Cuomo to Bill Clinton to Barack Obama. Yet I

had also come to see that even for well-meaning policymakers, it was too easy to take your eye

off the ball; to start confusing means and ends. Economic conventions and the day-to-day

battles of politics can lead anyone to focus too much on particular economic metrics and

political strategies and too little on how economic policy ultimately affects the happiness and

sense of meaning and fulfillment in people’s lives. Of course, no one means to lose their focus.

And yet we can become too attached to certain policy designs, ideological tribes, or message

frames, as if they were ends in themselves. People on all sides dig in to defend specific

positions without remembering that their favored metrics or policy mechanisms are means to

the ultimate end goals of lifting up people’s lives, and should be evaluated and reevaluated

based on their effectiveness in light of changing economic, technological, and political trends.•

• •I personally have never related to any of the labels or policy camps that others have

assigned to me over the years. It’s easy to be accused of being a technocrat without conviction

if you confess to being open to any policy or strategy that would work to enhance what matters

most in the lives of the most people possible. Why should this be so? Why shouldn’t our

economic convictions and philosophies be centered on our end goals for lifting up all people,

as opposed to fixed strategies for getting there? When we go to doctors for a serious matter,

we want their end goal to be the promotion of our good health—not their commitment to a

particular medicine or a defense of past prescriptions when they have better evidence of what

now works best.Keeping a clear eye on that ultimate end goal is also crucial for knowing what

to prioritize when you are making policy. It requires not just knowing what is right, but what you

feel will matter most in lifting up the lives of people you are there to serve. Too often, decisions

about prioritization end up being compelled by the congressional calendar, polling, or current

policy fads—without a deep and reflective consideration of what will be most meaningful in

lifting up lives.My way of clearing my head and avoiding this trap has always been to step away

and ask a simple question: When someone is on their deathbed and looks back on all their

years, what would they say mattered most in their economic life? What would make them feel

pride and satisfaction instead of despair or frustration?Those questions might not help

determine the precise level of corporate taxation or what specific jobs program to favor. But it

forces us to ask ourselves: What economic policies will matter most at a human level? Nobody

on their deathbed is going to say that what mattered most to them was the deficit or spending

as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP). Instead, they will be thinking about how well

they were able to care for their families; provide opportunity for their children; enjoy the best

moments of family life; feel proud of their work; and enjoy camaraderie, autonomy, and respect

in their jobs; and whether or not they had at least a fair shot to pursue their sense of ambition

or purpose.These reflections made me think more and more about the questions of dignity at



stake in our debates on health-care policy. I found myself ruminating on the heartbreaking

stories of parents with terribly ill children who couldn’t provide the care they needed or whose

family was left in economic despair and even bankruptcy because of gaps in coverage,

discrimination against preexisting conditions, or arbitrary limits on care.Perhaps because I was

in a time of life where I was growing my own family, these stories hit me particularly hard. I

knew that efficiency and controlling costs were more conventional “economic” issues in health

care. But as a human being, I could think only about what a devastating assault these

situations were on the very soul of these parents—on their dignity as human beings. They had

done their part and worked hard their whole lives, and yet were unable to provide essential

care when it was most needed for the children they loved more than life itself. While I had

scores of economic ideas that I hoped to encourage future administrations to take on, I

decided if there was ever a chance to permanently prevent these assaults on human dignity, it

would be at the top of my list. In 2008, I was proud that those I advised—both Hillary Clinton

and Barack Obama—placed universal health care at the heart of their campaigns, and that

Obama stayed with it as president, even when polling and political considerations might have

suggested otherwise. I took enormous pride in the endless hours I spent leading the Treasury

team on its part of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).And yet, after this whole personal journey,

there I was holding a phone, listening to this congressman tell me that health-care security did

not even make the cut as an economic issue.That phone call solidified for me that the need for

greater clarity on the ultimate goal of economic policy was not just about personal reflection. It

mattered for real-world policy. When policymakers come to see “the economy” as distinct from

what matters most to human fulfillment and dignity in people’s economic lives, there’s a

problem. It impacts what gets prioritized or even recognized as a vital economic issue. In this

case, it meant members of Congress believing that messaging on economic growth was a

more important economic priority than ensuring that tens of millions of working Americans

would not experience the heartbreak and loss of economic dignity that comes from not being

able to provide health care for their loved ones.Today we are in a moment of major

reexamination of how well our existing model for modern capitalism is serving the majority of

working people. Can it create paths out of poverty and reverse accelerating economic

inequality, repair the hollowing out of the middle class, and cope with dramatic technological

change? Such major questions rightly call for equally major new policies and structural

changes. It is precisely at moments when we want to make giant strides that we should make

sure we have clarity on our ultimate destination. Economic dignity should be the North Star to

guide that journey.In a 2005 book, I wrote about why “economic dignity” should be seen as one

of three defining progressive values underlying our policy agenda. As I continued to explore the

question of what our ultimate end goal for economic policy should be, I became more

convinced that ensuring a universal level of economic dignity was more than a core value: it

should be the central, organizing goal of economic policy. This is not a quest for an

unreachable utopian ideal. There is no reason that we, as a nation, should not be able to

guarantee a basic level of economic dignity for everyone.The value of economic dignity reveals

both the most admirable ideals and the brutal hypocrisy in our history. The protection and

promotion of dignity in our economic lives is a powerful explainer of many moments in our

history when the need for collective action through government policy triumphed over the call

for rugged individualism and idealized free markets. On the other hand, as with American

values like freedom, the brutal hypocrisy of our history regarding dignity is devastating. It is no

exaggeration to say that true economic dignity has, through law and discrimination, been

denied to a majority of our population for a majority of our history through systemic



discrimination, violence against Native Americans, and the shame of slavery—the most

extreme antithesis imaginable of respect for human dignity.I have chosen in this book to neither

ignore our shameful history on racism and sexism nor dismiss the degree to which values of

economic dignity informed our nation’s highest—though unrealized—economic ideals. As

Martin Luther King Jr. and Thurgood Marshall masterfully showed, there can be great power in

elevating cherished though unrealized American ideals as a means to force our nation to

wrestle with the devastating gap between self-professed values and the harsh and

discriminatory treatment of tens of millions of fellow Americans. They chose to elevate such

unrealized aspirations as a means of both exposing the depth of unfulfilled promises to African

Americans and making clear that their demands for racial justice represented not special

pleading but a call to make progress toward realizing universal American ideals. As Pauli

Murray, the remarkable civil rights pioneer who refused to give up her seat on a public bus in

Petersburg, Virginia, fifteen years prior to Rosa Parks,1 wrote in 1945: “As an American I

inherit the magnificent tradition of an endless march toward freedom and toward the dignity of

all mankind.”2Calling for economic dignity to be our ultimate end goal for economic policy

carries with it the obligation to give a more complete and enduring definition of dignity than is

currently used in our economic and political dialogue. Dignity has often been used in modern

political debate to signify the deeper and more intrinsic human value at stake in the fight for

civil rights, secure retirements, decent pay, and workers’ rights. Others see dignity as a matter

of when and whether a person feels demeaned or treated with respect. Each of these usages

is compelling. Yet in isolation, they do not come close to creating a complete definition of what

it would mean for a person to experience economic dignity—and for a nation to create a set of

policies that would guarantee a basic level of economic dignity for all its people.I have come to

the firm view that a complete and enduring definition of economic dignity must rest on three

integral and irreplaceable pillars. First, the economic capacity to care for family while not being

deprived of fully experiencing the moments, joys, and roles that humans most value. Simply

put, being able to not just put food on the table but to be at the table as well, and in your

children’s bedroom for story time and at the bedside for the most heartwarming and

heartbreaking moments of caring for older loved ones. Second, being able to pursue purpose

and potential—to have true first and second chances in your economic life to contribute and

find meaning and to never feel given up on. And third, to be able to work and participate in the

economy—to work, care for family, and pursue potential—with respect and not with abuse,

domination, or humiliation. Economic dignity, defined by these three pillars, represents a more

full, complete, and stable definition that can stand strong no matter what variation or

circumstance is considered.There is still the question of who one wants to write a book for. I

considered a more academic approach, aware of the deep philosophical literature on dignity

and the field of welfare economics that seeks to delve into how to measure well-being. Yet such

an approach would have fit neither my experience nor my motivation. My expertise is in the

realm of national economic policy, and the audience I want to reach is the concerned citizens,

advocates, journalists, students, and policymakers who debate over kitchen tables, social

media, and the floors of Congress. I aim for this book to be thought-provoking for those who

live and breathe economic policy—but I have written with a much broader audience in mind

that does not require an economics background.In my last year as President Obama’s top

White House economic adviser, I chose to start each speech by reciting oft-mentioned

economic statistics—from debt as a percentage of GDP to productivity indicators—but then

reminding each audience that none of those metrics are end goals. I would state that each and

every one of them had worth only to the degree that it helped us fulfill a deeper American value



like whether we were a nation where the accident of birth did not determine the outcome of

your life; whether each of us had a chance to rise; whether each of us could work, raise our

families, and retire with dignity. Whether I got it exactly right then or whether I get it exactly right

now in this book, I could feel in every audience the hunger for an economics defined by our

most basic human values: one rooted in the clear understanding that there can be no end goal

for economic policy other than what aims to lift up our happiness, fulfillment, and inner sense of

dignity. That is the purpose of this book.SECTION IDEFINING DIGNITYCHAPTER

ONEECONOMIC METRICS AND INVISIBILITYThere is a joke about an inebriated man

looking in a parking lot for his car keys one night. He keeps looking over and over again in the

same spot. Finally, a helpful pedestrian tries to assist and asks, “So I take it you think you lost

them in this spot?” The man replies, “No, but this is the only place where the light is

shining.”This may be a bad joke, but it is not a bad metaphor for describing the error of allowing

economic metrics like gross domestic product (GDP) to be viewed as the main end goal of

economic policy. Of course, growth is important. But the focus on GDP represents the most

classic economic confusion of means and ends. Indeed, any economic metric that cannot tell

us whether the great majority of people are seeing their lives enhanced cannot be a rational or

humane end goal for economic policy. The only logical end goal for economic policy in a

democracy is that which lifts up what matters most in the lives of the people that policy is

supposed to serve. Economics, by the people, of the people, and for the people.Nobel Prize–

winning economist Richard Thaler has said that a mistake in many human activities is to focus

more on what can be measured than on what is most important.1 Consider your own life. For

many of us, finding a loving, supportive life partner and the happiness of our children are the

highest values—even if those values are incalculable and can never be measured with

precision. Yet economics in practice is unusually focused on what can be counted, measured,

added, or subtracted. As a consequence, we miss a lot of what we would capture if we focused

more on the end goal of economic dignity.TWO KENNEDYS AND TWO VIEWS OF

GDPRobert F. Kennedy is known for offering an eloquent critique of what GDP does and does

not measure. In 1968, he noted thatGross National Product counts air pollution and cigarette

advertising, and ambulances to clear our highways of carnage. It counts special locks for our

doors and the jails for the people who break them. It counts the destruction of the redwood and

the loss of our natural wonder in chaotic sprawl. It counts napalm and counts nuclear warheads

and armored cars for the police to fight the riots in our cities.2He went on to note what it does

not measure:The gross national product does not allow for the health of our children, the

quality of their education or the joy of their play. It does not include the beauty of our poetry or

the strength of our marriages, the intelligence of our public debate or the integrity of our public

officials. . . . It measures everything, in short, except that which makes life worthwhile.3This is

not to dismiss the importance of economic growth. A growing economy with rising productivity

is critical to how a nation can produce more goods and critical services with fewer labor hours

and raise standards of living generation by generation. A growing economy can make more

room for more people to move up or move in without others having to take a smaller slice of the

economic pie. And there is increasing evidence of how promotion of aspects of economic

dignity complement, not detract from, growth. Reducing vast inequality puts more money in the

pockets of families who will spend on their basic economic security, leading to higher economic

demand. Policies that ensure that all Americans have first and second chances to pursue their

potential means not only more people finding purpose and meaning in their economic lives, but

more success in ensuring we are producing at our national potential.Yet economic growth by

itself should never be considered an appropriate ultimate end goal for economic policy. Its



value lies in the degree it serves as a means to lift up what is most universally treasured and

precious in people’s lives. In a nation that structures its markets and economic policy to lift up

all of its people, a 4 percent growth rate can be a vital means to the end goal of a more just

society. Yet a 4 percent growth rate is hardly an end goal for all economic policy if it is produced

through mass exploitation of workers or delivers benefits to only the top one-tenth of 1

percent.This is not a theoretical exercise: consider Norway and Saudi Arabia. Both are

relatively high-wealth nations with major oil reserves. Over the past few decades, both have

had multiyear GDP growth rates of 4 percent or more.4 Yet the benefits of this strong GDP vary

dramatically for each country’s citizens. Norway is famously egalitarian, its increased growth

broadly shared. In Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, a royal family leads the government and owns the

world’s biggest oil company, which dominates the country’s economy.5 Changes in GDP may

reflect the fortunes of the royal family but reveal little about the standard of living for the typical

Saudi Arabian, especially women, who lack the most basic freedoms.Ironically, the line that is

often used to justify a focus on economic growth as an end goal came from Robert Kennedy’s

brother John F. Kennedy. JFK’s line that “a rising tide lifts all boats” is often used to promote

GDP as an ultimate end goal based on a kind of faith that a rise in growth will automatically lift

the well-being of all people. It has also been used by some to argue that tax policies that

benefit the most well-off will automatically lead to widely shared growth. This is kind of a

double-water metaphor: benefits to the most well-off will trickle down and thus create a rising

tide benefiting everyone. In fact, Kennedy never used the “rising tide” line to defend tax cuts or

the types of market fundamentalist policies that conservatives frequently use it to advance.6

Indeed, the first time JFK used the line as president was in Colorado on August 17, 1962, to

appropriately praise congressional approval of a giant dam project.7 But there is little question

that JFK’s rising tide line gets repeated across the political spectrum to advance the

dangerously false assumption that the connection between raising the economic tide and lifting

up all families is automatic. It is not. Whether all boats are being lifted in the ways that matter

most to people’s lives is the test for whether economic growth is working—and never to be

assumed to be a by-product of GDP.Some who seek to push GDP as the only goal that matters

suggest that the question of whether all boats are in fact lifted in a rising tide is a second-order

matter of “distribution.” Nobel Prize–winning economist Robert E. Lucas Jr. has written, “Of the

tendencies that are harmful to sound economics, the most seductive, and in my opinion the

most poisonous, is to focus on questions of distribution. . . . The potential for improving the lives

of poor people by finding different ways of distributing current production is nothing compared

to the apparently limitless potential of increasing production.”8 The notion is that hardheaded,

serious economic thinkers focus on the core end goal of economic growth, and the idea of how

well it spreads benefits to the large majority of a nation’s people is for those who place

softhearted politics over hardheaded economics. I vehemently disagree. How well markets and

economic policy lift up what matters most in people’s lives is not a second-order issue. It is the

whole ball game, the only legitimate end goal of economic policy.BUT WHAT ABOUT BETTER

ECONOMIC METRICS?For many years, I bought into the notion that the way to get beyond

GDP as the end goal of the economic policy world was simply to push our focus toward other

economic metrics that were better proxies for shared growth and shared prosperity. Measures

like the Gini coefficient, median income, unemployment rates, and job growth paint a more

accurate picture of whether a rising tide is in fact lifting all boats than examining GDP or the

value of the stock market. Yet even those metrics are still means to larger economic ends—and

have shortcomings when they are considered ends in themselves.Consider the Gini coefficient,

which is named after an Italian statistics whiz named Corrado Gini (I promise it is not as



complicated as it sounds). The Gini coefficient measures how much inequality there is in an

economy, with a measure between 0 and 1. If a country had a 1, it would mean that one person

controlled all of a nation’s income. If it was 0, it would mean that income was perfectly equal

among all its citizens. If the number is moving toward 0, it means the nation is experiencing

less economic inequality.While there are few economic goals as important as reducing

economic inequality, even a measure like reducing the Gini coefficient cannot be seen as an

ultimate end goal in itself. For example, imagine if the United States implemented a set of

policies that reduced the income of the very richest Americans by 30 percent while reducing

the income of everyone else by 20 percent. The Gini coefficient would have gotten better, but

no one would likely be celebrating. A version of this actually happened: the World Bank

estimates that the United States’ Gini coefficient declined from 2007 to 2010 during the severe

economic hardship of the Great Recession.9 The point here is that even a metric that

measures something as unobjectionably good as reducing inequality is still not an ultimate end

goal in itself, if it is not in the context of serving a larger end goal of lifting up people’s lives and

well-being while reducing economic inequality.Median income is certainly more informative to

our economic goals than average income. To ruthlessly steal a metaphor from my friend and

fellow short man Robert Reich, telling people what average income is can be like saying that

LeBron James and I are on average six feet tall (I am five foot five). Or like saying that when

Bill Gates walks into a bar, the average income inside immediately becomes astronomical.

Median income avoids this problem: it tells us whether the typical American is making more or

less income. As painfully slow income growth over the last several decades has been one of

the great drivers of economic inequality and insecurity for working families, sustained and

robust increases in median income would clearly be a critical ingredient to more shared

prosperity. And yet even seeing median income alone as an economic end goal can blind

policymakers to other economic dignity pains. Median income can easily rise for a few years,

even as Americans experience greater insecurity over health and retirement security and

pessimism over the prospects for their children—not to mention rising health care, childcare,

and higher-education costs that for many families can swamp an increase in wages. A singular

focus on even median income can make invisible much of the anxiety, economic fear, abuse at

work, and economic disillusionment that has been part of the recent angst with status quo

politics in the United States and across much of the world.None of this is to suggest we should

give up on economic metrics. Far from it. The economics profession should do everything in its

power to design economic indicators that paint a more refined and accurate picture of whether

the quality of most people’s lives is improving. There has been progress. Official unemployment

statistics now include a broader measure with a riveting name, the “U-6.” While that name may

sound like a rock band or military plane, it provides a much better economic picture of not just

who is unemployed, but who is struggling due to working only part-time, against their will, or

has given up looking for a job because they are so discouraged. There also is a better poverty

metric. The relatively new Supplemental Poverty Measure gives a more accurate picture of

economic hardship by reflecting out-of-pocket health-care spending, local living costs, and

whether low-income people benefited from policies like the earned income tax credit (EITC).10

The Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress, which

was called for in 2008 by French president Nicolas Sarkozy and is led by noted economists

Amartya Sen, Joseph Stiglitz, and Jean-Paul Fitoussi, was a search for better economic

measurements of human well-being.11 Heather Boushey, head of the Washington Center for

Equitable Growth, has made great progress in promoting an important new measurement of

GDP—GDP 2.0—that aims to tell us how much growth is going to people at the bottom,



middle, and top of the income ladder. Likewise, it could be worthwhile to create an Economic

Dignity Index that seeks to paint a comprehensive picture of how well people in our nation

experience a comprehensive sense of economic dignity in their lives.12Yet we should also be

under no illusions. As Stiglitz and his coauthors rightly note, “there is no simple way of

representing every aspect of well-being in a single number in the way GDP describes market

economic output.”13 Any single metric makes it too easy to make too many people and too

many types of economic pain invisible to policymakers.When I was the national economic

adviser under President Clinton, I can remember during the boom of the late 1990s that the

classic economic metrics—GDP, jobs, poverty, median income—were all clicking so well. I

asked our star economic staffer and future Office of Management and Budget director Peter

Orszag to look through every possible economic metric to see if we could spot any

weaknesses in the economy. It turned up a curious weakness: personal bankruptcies, which

ended up being explained in a significant way by the devastating cycle stemming from health-

care costs, even in a roaring economy. So yes, the review of all economic metrics was of

course worthwhile. But it would have been smart as well to ask the entire staff to consider,

even in a strong economy, what were the worst types of economic pain, despair, and

domination that existed in our economy even if they were not showing up in any metric? That

type of inquiry avoids the unfortunate tendency in the economics profession to dignify an issue

as “economic” only when it shows up in a traditional economic metric—a habit that allows too

much economic pain to be invisible. Too often, important issues such as paid family leave,

workplace sexual harassment, or workers struggling with addiction are classified as an

“economic issue” only when they appear in a quantifiable metric like workforce participation

numbers. But why?If, for example, the need to support family or to pursue economic potential

leads millions to experience harmful abuse or harassment at work, or compromises their

capacity to care for their children or other loved ones, why should that not be seen as a major

economic issue—whether or not it shows up in a traditional economic metric? Economic

dignity will never be moneyball.Painful as it is to consider, it took a political and media focus on

the “gig economy” to train national economic attention on the number of people who are

considered independent contractors and lack true economic security or worker protections. It

was never a first-tier economic issue before the obsession with Uber drivers. Call it the

invisibility of the “pre-gig workers.” It should not have required the experience of wealthier

Americans using the services of Uber drivers for the national economic dialogue to focus on

the fact that millions and millions of workers—such as taxi drivers, domestic workers, and

contract construction workers—have long faced the same economic insecurity and lack of

protections. As UberX was launching in 2012, of the nearly two million in-home workers like

housekeepers, childcare workers, and direct-care aides—overwhelmingly women and a

majority people of color—only 12 percent received health insurance from their job, and only 7

percent received a pension plan.14 According to a survey by the National Domestic Workers

Alliance, fewer than 2 percent of domestic workers in 2011 received retirement or pension

benefits from their primary employer, and only 4 percent received employer-provided health

insurance; 65 percent of domestic workers did not have any health insurance.15 Even today,

few realize that before the ride-sharing revolution, the taxi drivers that people used for

generations rarely had health-care coverage or qualified for unemployment insurance or any

help during downturns and recessions.16 For example, a 2007 study of New York City

cabdrivers found they were generally classified as independent contractors—just as Uber and

Lyft drivers are now—and did not qualify for overtime pay despite typically working more than

seventy hours a week. A large majority lacked health insurance, despite substantial risk of on-



the-job injuries.17 These facts may not have been easily captured in traditional job growth

statistics or GDP measurements, but they mattered to people’s lives.Here’s another example:

neither GDP nor job volume nor median income captures the economic pain felt by millions of

working women suffering sexual harassment or sexual violence. Beyond the most high-profile

cases that helped spark the #MeToo movement, there’s an epidemic of sexual harassment

plaguing female farmworkers;18 more than 90 percent of women in the restaurant industry

have faced unwanted sexual advances at work;19 and according to one state study, more than

one in ten home care workers have faced sexual aggression at work.20Median income

statistics do not capture the severe income volatility so many workers face, the nearly half of

Americans with annual swings in their income of 25 percent or greater,21 or the pervasive

economic stress faced by the more than 40 percent of American adults who wouldn’t be able to

pay a $400 emergency expense.22 Even these economic metrics do not encompass the

disillusionment of the half of Americans who do not think their children will be better off than

they were.23YOU KNOW IT WHEN YOU SEE IT?I am not naive about the risks of increasing

our focus on economic measures that rely on some qualitative judgment. Even the best

definition of economic dignity as the ultimate goal of economic policy will never have the

precision of a specific metric. There is a risk that some will try to define it as Supreme Court

Justice Potter Stewart infamously defined pornography—“I know it when I see it”—in his

opinion in Jacobellis v. State of Ohio in 1964.24 But this risk is more problematic when one is

sloganeering with a simple word alone—freedom or liberty or dignity. That is not what I am

recommending here. My goal in doing a full book is to develop a deeper definition of economic

dignity that can be analyzed, critiqued, debated, and hopefully deployed in shaping and

prioritizing policy choices. The focus on economic dignity, as it is defined here, will certainly

draw strong disagreement in some corners, but it at least forces a debate on end goals and an

in-depth discussion of what the promotion of economic dignity should mean that goes far

beyond “I know it when I see it.” Such a qualitative goal in no way minimizes the obligation to

engage in rigorous analytical and evidence-based policy processes to address our top

economic priorities or to exercise sound economic management. It simply forces us to ask

what matters most in the lives of the people we should be serving in determining those

priorities.It also prevents us from confusing metrics that are means to ends with those end

goals themselves. I wish I had a dollar for every time someone said disparagingly, “I can’t

believe people are so unhappy when the numbers are so good”—as if the numbers were the

end goal that should dictate how people measure their happiness, as opposed to, well, their

happiness. This view was exemplified by the use of the phrase “economic hypochondriacs,”

coined by columnist George Will in 2006 and trumpeted by the American Enterprise Institute

(AEI).25 The term mocks people who “see economic sickness” amid decent economic metrics

and “record high” stock performance. The attitude expressed by those using this term implies

that a worker should rely on broad-based economic metrics—rather than their expertise on

their own individual economic condition—to be the ultimate judge of their economic

happiness.Economic dignity will never have the precision of an economic metric. And yet, a

focus on it will reduce the risk that economic pain and matters of dignity, happiness, and

fulfillment that do not fit neatly into traditional metrics and measurements will be invisible. It

forces policymakers to ask the right questions, to go outside the comfort zone of numerical

measurement to the hearts and minds of people. It is not precise, but then, it may lead us to be

more often approximately right than precisely wrong. It is better to search for and try to find the

true keys to what matters most to people’s economic lives, even if they are not where the light

is shining, and we have to look a little harder.CHAPTER TWODEFINING DIGNITY: NEGATIVE



AND POSITIVEFew terms have the intuitive power of the word “dignity.” Yet as often as it is

invoked, there is little clarity on its exact meaning in our national dialogue.One hears the word

used in a variety of different contexts. If, in a difficult situation, you “can keep your head when

all about you are losing theirs,” in Rudyard Kipling’s words, it may be noted that you handled

yourself with dignity.1 Then there is the Morgan Freeman test. If you tend to look or speak like

many of the characters that Morgan Freeman has played in movies—gray hair, a distinguished

demeanor, exuding deep wisdom and a measured but purposeful manner—you are likely to be

seen as particularly “dignified.” This might indeed be a relic of the usages of “dignity” from

centuries ago, when “dignity,” as Harvard philosopher Michael Rosen explains, “originated as a

concept that denoted high social status and the honors and respectful treatment that are due

to someone who occupied that position.”2Over time, perhaps as the ideal that all people are

“created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,”

became professed to be “self-evident,”3 the meaning of dignity became tied to the notion of

equality. The concept of dignity has gone from being a trait of the elevated to something

universal, intrinsic, and equal in all people by virtue of their common humanity. Rosen,

describing this “expanding circle” of who is seen as possessing equal worth as humans, writes

that “‘dignity’ goes from being a matter of elevated status of a few persons in a particular

society to being a feature of human beings in general, closely connected with their capacity for

self-determination.”4Our modern definition of dignity rests on the notion that within each of us

is a universal value—something precious, immeasurable, and inherent to our common

humanity—and a fierce desire for that to be respected and defended. Immanuel Kant’s famous

description of dignity is that people should never be treated as just means to an end but as

ends in themselves. Kant’s view is, as philosopher Michael Sandel describes, that all humans

have “an absolute value, an intrinsic value.”5 When that most intrinsic value in all of us is not

recognized and protected, dignity is denied.6In our national economic dialogue, the concept of

dignity is rarely defined in depth and largely assumed to be intuitively understood. Its most

common usage is in expressing the notion that beyond the dollars-and-cents value of a specific

economic cause, there is a higher, more intrinsic human value at stake. Think of the long-

running Mastercard “Priceless” commercial, launched in 1997. A host of products and services

are enumerated—a football game, plane fare, hotel costs—before the ad closes with

“memories with your brother,” which the Mastercard philosophers deem “priceless.” While it is

doubtful that the marketing heads for the Mastercard “Priceless” campaign were cribbing from

Kant’s 1785 Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, it is worth noting that in his “Kingdom of

ends,” part of his definition of the word “dignity” is the notion of those aspects of life that had no

comparable value and were thus priceless.7The fact that dignity is seldom defined extensively

—that dignity may have a “know it when you see it” quality—should not be seen as diminishing

its power. Just the opposite. It is instead evidence of its intuitive universality. Those who have

been the most effective advocates for civil rights, labor rights, and economic justice have

understood that invoking dignity is an effective means to communicate a higher and deeper

human value at stake in their cause.When Martin Luther King Jr., Bayard Rustin, and A. Philip

Randolph called for outlawing employment discrimination, they evoked the “quest for respect

and dignity” of parents no longer being denied the capacity and pride of being able to provide

for and care for their family.8 When King went to Memphis in his final days to advocate for

striking sanitation workers, he not only spoke his most famous words on dignity, but was

greeted with countless signs saying I AM A MAN, understood as an assertion of inherent

dignity. The great union leaders, from Samuel Gompers to Cesar Chavez, often spoke of their

collective bargaining gains as not only about wages and benefits but also about having their



full dignity and humanity appreciated and recognized.9 “All my life, I have been driven by one

dream, one goal, one vision,” Chavez stated, essentially paraphrasing Kant, “[to] overthrow a

farm labor system in this nation which treats farm workers as if they were not important human

beings. . . . Farm workers are not agriculture impediments . . . to be used and discarded.”10

Leading figures in the women’s rights movement, too, have often invoked the concept of dignity

in battling against second-class citizenship and laws and norms allowing men to have power

over women’s lives. At the Seneca Falls Convention in 1848, Elizabeth Cady Stanton declared,

“There can be no true dignity or independence where there is subordination to the absolute will

of another, no happiness without freedom.”11Scores of leaders, from Franklin Roosevelt to

National Domestic Workers Alliance head Ai-jen Poo, have defined the end goal of their

policies for retirement security as in pursuit of the higher value of dignity after a lifetime of work

and contribution.12 Vice President Joe Biden has for decades retold the story of his father

telling him to always remember that “a job is about a lot more than a paycheck. It’s about your

dignity. It’s about respect. It’s about being able to look your kid in the eye and say, ‘Honey, it’s

going to be okay.’”13 Ohio senator Sherrod Brown has used the “dignity of work” as his mantra

and policy frame, including during his listening tour when he contemplated running for

president in 2019.14 It was a common theme of New Jersey senator Cory Booker in his

presidential campaign as well. Advocates of job guarantees like Darrick Hamilton, and Rustin

and Randolph before him, often point to “dignity” as a basis for ensuring that Americans can

always provide for themselves and others through work.15Yet for all its invocations and all its

intuitive power, the notion of economic dignity is rarely defined in any comprehensive or

rigorous way—and certainly not with the depth that allows it to serve as a clear end goal and

organizing principle for national economic policy. This book seeks to change that.To be clear,

my goal is not to decipher the most perfect definition of dignity from philosophical texts and

then use that meaning as an inflexible guide to our economic policy debates. Instead, I intend

to explore what in our economic lives, even if immeasurable, is most fundamental to our sense

of dignity, fulfillment, and value as people who work, love, and seek purpose in our lives. It is

this inquiry, this deeper meaning of economic dignity, that should be our ultimate goal for

economic policy.So, let me now turn to a more in-depth definition of economic dignity, first by

reckoning with its history as an American ideal.HISTORICAL ROOTSThe protection of

individual dignity has been an American ideal since our founding, even in the face of its blatant

and categorical denial to African Americans and many others. Alexander Hamilton opens The

Federalist Papers with the argument that the adoption of the Constitution “is the safest course

for your liberty, your dignity, and your happiness.”16 Swedish philosopher Gunnar Myrdal’s

book An American Dilemma identifies “the essential dignity of the individual” as integral to “the

essential meaning of the nation’s early struggle for independence.”17We can better understand

the evolution of economic dignity in our history by seeing it as divided into two broad

categories: “positive” and “negative” dignity. This division draws inspiration from Isaiah Berlin’s

classic 1958 lecture on negative and positive liberty.18 Berlin defines negative freedom or

liberty as essentially freedom from coercion or interference—particularly by the government. In

his words, this means a “frontier [that] must be drawn between the area of private life and that

of public authority.” Private life, then, forms a sphere of a “certain minimum area of personal

freedom which must on no account be violated.”19The United States Bill of Rights strongly

embodies a sense of negative dignity. Its safeguards against state coercion to limit free

expression and religious worship, the basic rights of due process, and prohibitions on

inhumane punishment and involuntary quartering of soldiers represent a commitment to the

protection of a sphere of human dignity that cannot be trampled on by government—even in



the case of national security or criminal activity. Justice William J. Brennan Jr. defined due

process as “requir[ing] fidelity to . . . the essential dignity and worth of each individual,”

essentially “commanding [government officials] to treat citizens not as subjects but as fellow

human beings.”20 Similarly, the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition of “cruel and unusual

punishment” reflects a devotion to individual dignity even in the case where the government

has been permitted to deny citizens their freedom due to a criminal conviction. Chief Justice

Earl Warren writes that “the basic concept underlying the Eighth Amendment is nothing less

than the dignity of man.”21 Brennan wrote in a different case that the Eighth Amendment

represents the notion that “even the vilest criminal remains a human being possessed of

common human dignity.”22 The same is true for the Geneva Conventions, which explicitly

forbids “outrages upon personal dignity, in particular, humiliating and degrading treatment”

even among prisoners of war who are being denied freedom for engaging in violence against

the government holding them.23Perhaps no American jurist focused on dignity as the core of

the Constitution more than Brennan. He defined the Constitution as a “sparkling vision of the

supremacy of the human dignity of every individual.”24 While Brennan often spoke in terms of

negative dignity—or as he described it, “the ideal of libertarian dignity protected through law”25

—he also saw the need for its application to those Americans who “live entire lives without any

real prospect of the dignity and autonomy that ownership of real property could confer.”26 From

“its founding,” Brennan states, “the Nation’s basic commitment has been to foster the dignity

and well-being of all persons within its borders.”27 To Brennan, this requires a recognition that

“forces not within the control of the poor contribute to their poverty.”28Like Brennan, Justice

Anthony Kennedy found “dignity” at the core of the Constitution, specifically in his decisions to

defend the constitutional right to privacy and to gradually extend rights to same-sex couples.

Starting with a joint opinion on the right to terminate a pregnancy, Kennedy found that “these

matters, involving the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a lifetime,

choices central to personal dignity and autonomy, are central to the liberty protected by the

Fourteenth Amendment.”29 In United States v. Windsor, the case striking down the federal

Defense of Marriage Act, Kennedy used the words “dignity” or “indignity” ten times. The

Obergefell v. Hodges decision legalizing marriage equality ends by stating that those who seek

to marry same-sex partners are asking only for an “equal dignity” granted to them by the

Fourteenth Amendment.30PROTECTING NEGATIVE DIGNITY IN THE PRIVATE

ECONOMYLike negative political dignity, negative economic dignity requires protection from

government infringements: from slavery and segregation to “taxation without representation” to

archaic sex discrimination statutes to policies that criminalize poverty. There will always be a

need to prevent state power from trampling on the economic dignity of all people, especially

those with the least power and most vulnerability.As the United States entered the industrial

era, even those white and male Americans who had not suffered slavery or harsh

discrimination began to recognize that for negative dignity to have any true meaning in their

lives, there must be a sphere of dignity that cannot be infringed upon, traded, or abused in the

economy—not just by government, but by private power.Many of the initial legislative

achievements of the Progressive Era at the turn of the twentieth century emanated from a

collective recognition of the need for protections of negative dignity in the private economy. The

lives of family farmers and small artisans in much of the nation’s first century could be painful,

strenuous, and economically uncertain. For millions, however, this work offered the capacity to

engage economically with a degree of autonomy, voice, and control over their work lives that

represented respect and dignity. The gradual shift to the industrial era—with large numbers

working for bosses in large enterprises—meant a loss of the dignity and respect that millions



previously felt through their capacity to control their work lives.Worse, for millions of workers

that sense of autonomy was replaced by a sense of domination and relative powerlessness

when it came to wages, hours, and working conditions. When the Supreme Court—in what is

known as the Lochner era in the early twentieth century—struck down some of the first laws

designed to afford basic protections against abusive hours and labor practices, they argued

such laws offended the defining characteristic of American labor markets: the equal freedom of

all to enter into labor contracts. For millions of workers in this era, however, they found the

defining characteristic of labor markets to be the twin realities of economic desperation and

powerlessness.Millions of workers discovered that there was neither a legal nor a moral floor to

protect them from being brutally exploited by employers. The initial efforts to establish a

minimum wage, pass child labor prohibitions, unionize, and limit hours—often twelve hours a

day, six days a week for adults and their children—can all be seen as a growing recognition of

that reality. In a world of economic desperation and powerlessness to stand up to their

employers, the notion of “freedom to contract” had to be buffered by limits on the degree any

employer could deny a person’s basic dignity in pursuing their economic ends.Between 1910

and 1915, eleven states passed minimum wage laws31 to improve workers’ financial security

and ensure that they would not be entirely at the mercy of employers. Felix Frankfurter, who

would go on to become a Supreme Court justice, defended Oregon’s minimum wage laws in

court against claims that they violated workers’ “freedom of contract.” He highlighted how

economic desperation destroyed any hope of liberty for workers:The “liberty of contract” which

the present [minimum wage] legislation would destroy is only the “liberty” of an employer to

abuse and the “liberty” of an employee to be abused. True freedom of contract is established,

rather than impaired, by such restrictions. Their very purpose is to assure the parties an equal

basis for bargaining, so that they may be free to bargain on the merits, and not under the

compulsion of a crippling necessity. With no margin or the margin of but a single meal between

starvation there can be no true liberty of contract.32During the Progressive Era, many

jurisdictions came to realize the merits of regulations that prevented “the compulsion of a

crippling necessity” from forcing vulnerable people into dangerous or exploitative situations. In

1899, only five states had any child labor laws that set age limits for employment across all

occupations, but by 1909, twenty states had passed such legislation, with a median minimum

age of fourteen years old.33 In 1916, Woodrow Wilson signed the first federal child labor law,

which prohibited children under the age of fourteen from working in factories, workshops, and

canneries, and those under age sixteen from working in mines and quarries.34 In the effort to

limit sweatshop hours, fifteen states “had statutorily limited miners’ workdays to eight hours by

1921.”35The Supreme Court finally upheld legislation that placed limits on the right to contract,

driven by the unavoidable realities of economic desperation and economic power during the

Great Depression. In the New Deal years, the Supreme Court reversed its 1923 decision to

strike down minimum wage laws. In 1937, in West Coast Hotel Company v. Parrish, Chief

Justice Charles Evan Hughes explicitly recognized the potential loss of economic dignity for

vulnerable workers—particularly women—because “bargaining power is relatively weak,

and . . . they are the ready victims of those who would take advantage of their necessitous

circumstances.”36The Supreme Court’s decisions to uphold collective bargaining laws in this

same period represented a clear rejection of the formalistic view of an individual employee and

an individual company as engaging in equal freedom to contract. Instead, the Supreme Court

recognized that without the freedom to organize, “workers often had to accept employment on

whatever terms employers dictated” due to the “bargaining power imbalance workers faced,” as

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrote in her recent dissent in Epic Systems Corp. v.



Lewis.37TEDDY ROOSEVELT AND THE PROTECTION OF NEGATIVE DIGNITYThe

American revolution in favor of economic dignity can be seen in the evolution of one of the

Progressive Era’s most consequential presidents: Teddy Roosevelt. When Roosevelt began his

political career in Republican politics, he ascribed to the laissez-faire—literally, “let [them] do”—

theory of political economy, which holds that there should be limited, if any, government

interference with markets. Roosevelt absorbed this attitude from the people he grew up around

and “the books [he] read at home and the books [he] studied at Harvard.”38 Reflecting years

later on the influence of these texts, Roosevelt wrote, “there was almost no teaching of the

need for collective action, and of the fact that in addition to, not as a substitute for, individual

responsibility, there is a collective responsibility.”39Roosevelt’s shift in worldview was driven not

by a new or abstract economic theory but by his late-night inspections as a New York State

assemblyman and later New York City police commissioner.40 When the state legislature was

considering a bill that would prohibit cigar making in crowded tenement buildings, Roosevelt

was initially skeptical, as the bill went against the grain of laissez-faire principles.41 But he

decided to see for himself the tenements where cigar makers worked. There he saw the

humiliating and degrading conditions that economically desperate workers seeking to care for

their families were forced to “choose” in the face of unrestrained economic power. Decades

later, Roosevelt still remembered the “foul” conditions men, women, and children suffered while

they worked “by day and far on into the evening and they slept and ate there.”42 Seeing it with

his own eyes convinced him that cigar making in tenements was “an evil thing from every

standpoint, social, industrial and hygienic.”43 Roosevelt ultimately championed the bill’s

passage.His first “intimate exposure to the hardships confronting the city’s poor,” writes

historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, spurred Roosevelt’s “marked change” and the “loosening [of]

the ‘steel chain’ of conservative opposition to government intervention in the economic and

social processes that had been his birthright.”44Serving as police commissioner further

pushed Roosevelt toward Progressivism. He joined muckraker Jacob Riis on many midnight

inspections of tenement buildings. Roosevelt wrote that the inspections “gave [him] personal

insight into some of the problems of city life. It is one thing to listen in perfunctory fashion to

tales of overcrowded tenements, and it is quite another actually to see what that overcrowding

means, some hot summer night.”45 Roosevelt saw that those who held economic power felt no

compunction or moral constraint about completely dominating and humiliating those on the

bottom of the industrial economy. He later wrote that “we must protect the crushable elements

at the base of our present industrial structure” and “industry, therefore, must submit to such

public regulation as will make it a means of life and health, not of death or

inefficiency.”46Roosevelt also came to realize how “wealthy individuals” and their “expensive

lawyers” would use the Constitution “to cloak their opposition to vitally necessary movements

for industrial fair play and decency.”47 By the end of his tenure as police commissioner,

Roosevelt “was becoming a strong believer in labor unions, a strong believer in the rights of

labor,” and less sympathetic to those who stood in the way of their progress.48 In the words of

political scientist George Ruiz, Roosevelt went on to “[become] the first modern president to

publicly acknowledge the fundamental role played by organized labor in achieving a measure

of human dignity for America’s working class.”49What distinguishes Roosevelt from so many

ingrained in privilege and laissez-faire ideology—including many conservatives today who

profess to care about the dignity of work—was his willingness to adjust his worldview to fit the

actual struggles of working families, as opposed to simply refusing to acknowledge any

economic realities or necessary solutions that contradicted his ideological vision. Roosevelt’s

personal evolution from a traditional pro-business Republican to a progressive champion was



unquestionably impacted by his own exposure to what economic desperation and the denial of

economic dignity meant in reality for workers and families in the face of unregulated economic

power. As governor of New York and as president, Roosevelt pushed for labor protections,

antitrust laws, and other progressive measures. The former laissez-faire adherent had come to

realize that “it is only by a slow and patient inward transformation such as these laws aid in

bringing about that men are really helped upward in their struggle for a higher and a fuller

life.”50These transformations in the hearts and minds of leaders like Teddy Roosevelt, as well

as in the makeup of the Supreme Court, reflected a striking shift in the way the United States

saw the protection of negative economic dignity. No longer were our laws starting from the

default assumption of idealized markets where there were free, equal, and noncoercive job and

market choices—even if a worker was accepting sweatshop conditions or putting a child to

work in a factory. This new recognition also extended to small businesses that faced abuse or

domination from bigger companies with overwhelming economic power. Many entrepreneurs

and small suppliers could only watch as the American ideal of fair competition was subverted

by the crooked practices of enormous trusts and monopolies, until the Progressive Era saw the

passage of three pivotal antitrust laws: the Sherman Act of 1890, the Clayton Act of 1914, and

the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914.From America’s founding, we have recognized that

individual rights serve as a constraint on government power, even in its pursuit of appropriate

objectives like efficient law enforcement. You can’t torture people or pull them out of their

homes in warrantless searches, even if one could prove it would be an efficient means of law

enforcement. The expansion of protections of negative economic dignity meant that in the

private sector, even in the legitimate pursuit of profits or market share, there was a wider

sphere of dignity that also could not be trampled on for any reason—a limit on the degree

workers could be seen only as means to the economic ends of others.FDR AND THE

PROMOTION OF POSITIVE DIGNITYIf negative dignity involves protection from government

and market abuse, positive dignity requires the affirmative use of public resources to ensure

the basic elements of economic security and economic opportunity that are integral to dignity.

And as Teddy Roosevelt championed negative dignity, it took Franklin Roosevelt and the New

Deal for the passage of major legislation that served as a leap forward in the promotion of

positive economic dignity.The ultimate example of this is FDR’s most lasting New Deal

achievement: Social Security. It was premised not just on macroeconomic stabilization, or even

on just reducing elderly poverty, but fundamentally on the notion that it is an assault on dignity

for a person to have worked hard their whole life only to experience humiliating economic

desperation in old age. Poverty in old age reflects a broken compact. In speaking of the goal of

his new Social Security program, FDR said, “our old-age pension system . . . must be given in

a manner that will respect the dignity of the life of service and labor which our aged citizens

have given to the nation.”51 The new embrace of positive economic dignity was reflected in the

relatively rapid adoption of a spate of state and federal legislation. Wisconsin was the first state

to pass an unemployment insurance law, in 1932, after a struggle lasting more than twenty

years.52 The passage of the Social Security Act of 1935 spurred the adoption of

unemployment insurance across the country, with forty-three states passing laws after the

Social Security Act was signed into law.53The New Dealers understood that to make dignity

real it had to apply to “the world of the individual person; the neighborhood he lives in; the

school or college he attends; the factory, farm or office where he works,” as Eleanor Roosevelt

said about human rights more broadly. “Such are the places where every man, woman, and

child seeks equal justice, equal opportunity, equal dignity without discrimination. Unless these

rights have meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere.”54The center of gravity in



progressive economic policy since the New Deal has been the effort to fully realize the social

compact on economic dignity. FDR himself acknowledged the remaining holes in the New Deal

in his final State of the Union in 1944—often referred to as his Second Bill of Rights speech.

He argued that the negative freedom and political rights guaranteed in the Bill of Rights had

“proved inadequate to assure us equality in the pursuit of happiness.”55 FDR enumerated

rights to education, health care, social insurance, housing, and a living wage, among others.

“True individual freedom cannot exist without economic security and independence,”56 he said.

He evoked Thomas Jefferson to say that the need for “economic truths” is now “self-evident,”

and a “second Bill of Rights” is needed “under which a new basis of security and prosperity can

be established for all regardless of station, race or creed,” and that once the war was won, the

nation should focus on “new goals of human happiness and well-being.”57Later in the twentieth

century, the cause of economic dignity was greatly advanced by Martin Luther King Jr. and

other leaders in the civil rights movement. Many of King’s words spoke to a form of negative

dignity—the protection of civil rights from coercive government and private power. Yet King also

recognized, as he wrote in Why We Can’t Wait, that “equality meant dignity and dignity

demanded a job that was secure and a paycheck that lasts throughout the week.”58Bayard

Rustin, a key behind-the-scenes leader of the civil rights movement and the mastermind of the

1963 March on Washington, sought to build the case for positive economic dignity as integral

to the larger fight for economic justice. Reflecting on King after his assassination in 1968,

Rustin—a gay black man who dealt with the pain of exclusion over his sexual identity even

within the leadership of the civil rights movement—wrote: “Dignity and self-respect are not

abstract virtues that can be cultivated in a vacuum. They are related to one’s job, education,

residence, mobility, family responsibilities, and other circumstances that are determined by

one’s economic and social status in the society.”59 This was no offhand comment. Rustin as

much as anyone sought to merge civil rights and labor rights, himself working for both the civil

rights and union movements. He lauded his mentor, A. Philip Randolph, for understanding that

“social and political freedom must be rooted in economic freedom,” for insisting “that economic

security is the precondition for pride and dignity,” and for advocating for a coalition between the

civil rights movement and the labor movement. “Today,” wrote Rustin, “there are two million

black trade unionists in America who have attained economic dignity, job security, and

protection against racial discrimination.”60When Lyndon Johnson put forward his Great Society

agenda in the 1960s, he specifically invoked the goal of economic dignity. Johnson stated that

the core promises of equality and democracy werea promise to every citizen that he shall

share in the dignity of man. This dignity cannot be found in a man’s possessions; it cannot be

found in his power, or in his position. It really rests on his right to be treated as a man equal in

opportunity to all others. It says that he shall share in freedom, he shall choose his leaders,

educate his children, and provide for his family according to his ability and his merits as a

human being.61While there has been progress since the Great Society—in, for example, the

Children’s Health Insurance Program, the Affordable Care Act, expansions of Medicaid, and

the creation of and major increases in the earned income tax credit that have lifted millions out

of poverty—we’ve also seen deterioration on many fronts: increasing polarization in the

workforce, accelerating wealth and income inequality, the hollowing out of the middle class,

and devastating deficiencies of the employer-based benefit model. These trends have all rightly

led to a growing push for more sweeping policies that would close the positive dignity gap. In a

moment when the very capacity of modern capitalism to provide economic security for the

majority of workers and prevent growing inequality and winner-take-all results is being

seriously questioned, the completion of this positive economic dignity agenda is perhaps the



work of our time.SECTION IITHE THREE PILLARS OF ECONOMIC

DIGNITYINTRODUCTION TO THE THREE PILLARSWhat constitutes economic dignity? One

might assume that the answer lies in creating the right list of goods and services we all need to

achieve a life of economic dignity.FDR’s Second Bill of Rights was one such list, and it certainly

informs this book. There have been many others, including Truman’s Fair Deal and even Huey

Long’s “Share Our Wealth” plan, a powerful populist list that came with a theme song—“Every

Man a King”—which Long cowrote and sang himself.I chose not to emulate Long and compose

and perform my own theme song, and not just to spare my teen daughter the embarrassment.

Nor did I opt against a list of goods and services in order to downplay the importance of so

many critical essential policies—health care, housing, a living wage, retirement security—all

essential to economic dignity. I chose to avoid a list-making exercise because I believe it is

more instructive to force oneself to first ask what are the most overarching human needs that

any such list would aim to fill. That requires us to look beyond specific material requirements,

however essential, to examine the deeper notions of purpose and joy, and the desire for

meaning and respect.This forces us to continually reexamine how a changing economic and

social landscape impacts what is required to achieve economic dignity for each generation,

much like understanding the enduring values expressed in the Constitution helps courts apply

it to modern circumstances that the founders could not have imagined. The specific needs of

economic dignity do change over time. As powerful as FDR’s Second Bill of Rights is, and as

radical as it might have been in its day, it excludes many of what we might think today are the

essential aspects of economic dignity—such as childcare, paid leave, and affordable college

education. A deeper understanding of the basic human needs of economic dignity can help us

and future generations to design, refine, and evolve our policy lists to ensure we are fully

meeting our end goal of economic dignity under new and changing circumstances.When I

reviewed the variety of historical invocations of economic dignity in our past, I did not find that

the definitions or usages missed the mark. Instead, what was missing was a more complete

definition that encompassed what full economic dignity would require. I cannot claim to have

developed a scientific or historically certain definition. All I can offer is that from my research,

life experience, professional work, readings, and observations, I came to the view that the goal

of economic dignity has to rest on three essential pillars. These are, I believe, rooted in the

better angels of American ideals and worthy of serving as our economic North Star going

forward.These essential pillars are:The ability to care for family without economic deprivation or

desperation denying us the most meaningful moments and joys in our most important loving

relationships;The capacity to pursue potential and a sense of purpose and meaning; andThe

ability to contribute and participate in the economy with respect, free from domination or

humiliation.These pillars are each essential and interdependent. The capacity to care for family,

as we will discuss, should never simply be seen in terms of material provision, no matter how

essential. If economic deprivation or facets of work life require such extreme effort or sacrifice

that people are denied the capacity to experience the most meaningful and joyful moments of

family and personal life, then we cannot say that the pillar of caring for family has been

satisfied.There will, of course, be important intersections between our need to care for family

and our desire to pursue purpose and potential in all aspects of our lives. Certainly, for millions

of workers, caring for family is a critical element of the sense of purpose and meaning in their

lives. My late father was a talented lawyer who drew a strong sense of purpose from his work,

taking great pride in defending those with disabilities and in several prominent civil rights

victories, including winning one of the first constitutional cases giving girls the right to play high

school sports prior to Title IX. Yet, as he got older, he took a pass on what he had always said



was a dream of becoming a judge. When my family pressed him on why he was giving up his

dream, he was as serene as he was certain. Working as a lawyer allowed him to support the

three remarkable nonprofits my mother and younger brother Rick had founded (including the

Mosaic Youth Theatre in Detroit and the Family Learning Institute) and to be a backup for his

kids when they pursued public service and scientific research. He was insistent: contrary to

what he had imagined as a younger man, he was now certain that he achieved a greater sense

of meaning and purpose by supporting the public-minded efforts of his family—and continuing

to defend those with disabilities—than he would wearing a judicial robe.These types of trade-

offs are made every day by people at different times of their lives and are consistent with a life

with economic dignity. The challenge for policymakers is not to dictate the exact right work-life

balance for each person, but to create an economy that allows people to both care for family

and pursue purpose—and make the trade-offs that best match their happiness and sense of

meaning. My father was fortunate enough to have the opportunities and economic capacity to

make such choices for himself. Tens of millions of Americans do not. Many never fully get the

chance to pursue their potential or sense of purpose and find their only means to provide

financially for their family is by working excessive hours and enduring mistreatment on the job

and inadequate pay that leaves them constantly on the edge. Such sacrifice can be admirable,

but an economic dignity test should aim higher. It should aspire to allow all people to both care

for family and choose their path for purpose—the freedom to choose the right balance.Finally, it

is essential to understand that without the third pillar—the capacity to contribute with respect,

and not domination and humiliation—the entire structure of economic dignity fails. The

desperation to satisfy the first two pillars can, and very often has, forced millions of Americans

to work under conditions of abuse, exploitation, humiliation, and domination that are the

antithesis of dignity. Without a strong sphere of economic dignity that can never be trampled

on, the desperate pursuit of the first two pillars of economic dignity can ensure the demise of

the whole idea.I was once asked by Josh Barro on the KCRW show Left, Right & Center

whether the problem with people like me and our fellow guest, Roosevelt Institute president

Felicia Wong, was that when we pushed for notions like positive dignity or positive freedom, we

“lacked a limiting principle.” Who among us truly has all our wants fulfilled? My response then

and now is that an economic dignity compact is not a “fulfill your wildest dreams guarantee.” It

does not free us of want, or mean we can pursue our potential and purpose if we define that as

taking Roger Federer to the fifth set, buying the perfect house, winning an Oscar, or even being

assured of the talent, luck, connections, and timing that get us the next promotion, our dream

home, or the career we most aspire to. These are individual goals based on the type of

recognition, wealth, and power that are by definition available to only a few. The pillars of

economic dignity—the capacity to work with respect, to find purpose, and to care for family and

enjoy its most meaningful and joyful moments—can, on the other hand, be experienced by

everyone. Achieving these goals for all does not need to be a zero-sum equation. They are

achievable universal goals. The issue is only our commitment as a nation to make it

possible.CHAPTER THREEIT STARTS WITH FAMILY (AND THE EQUALITY OF THE BEST

THINGS IN LIFE)While there is little question that one of the top economic challenges of our

era is reducing income and wealth inequality, this first pillar of economic dignity focuses on a

different type of equality. The idea that for all the advantages that wealth and privilege may

bring, the greatest joys in life—including the love and support of a spouse or partner, the

miracle of the birth of a child or bringing home an adopted child, the deep longing to provide

care and comfort to parents and grandparents as they age, the warmth of those we choose as

family, including lifelong friends who are there at every stage—can be available to all. The



capacity to care for family—to enjoy and experience its most meaningful moments—ought to

be life’s equalizer; this is the aspect of life that is most important to many, if not most, people,

and not ultimately dependent on great wealth and status.And yet here is the obvious rub: while

there is a certain truth to the old Sam Cooke song that the best things in life are free, we know

that tens of millions of Americans are regularly and unnecessarily denied these fundamental

joys of love and caring due to economic deprivation. These joys are denied or constrained due

to poverty, extreme work hours, low wages, lack of health care, health problems caused by

environmental degradation, predatory market practices, abusive work experiences (like being

fired for taking a day off to care for a sick child), and lack of affordable housing. While these

denials are felt most harshly and regularly by those in poverty, these deprivations of the most

meaningful and joyful moments of family are often felt throughout the middle class as well.

They are felt every day when working families struggle with economic emergencies; fear they

will lose their homes as they look for new jobs after being laid off; endure financial challenges

from the cost of treating mental illness, disability, or addiction; have resources too scarce to

take leave from work to be there for a new or ill child or an aging parent; and in some cases,

even feel forced to put on hold their desire to start or expand a family.1I should also clarify:

while I put the capacity to care and be there for family as one of three critical, fundamental

pillars for economic dignity, my definition of “family” is not limited to any traditional notions or

norms. It has no limits other than those one considers their most loving relationships in life. As

someone who has had fatherlike relationships with two godchildren (Derick and Samantha) for

twenty-eight years—in addition to being a father to a twenty-five-year-old son (Miles) and

fourteen-year-old daughter (Nina)—I believe, like my parents did, that family is who you

choose.1. BEING THERE FOR FAMILY AT LIFE’S MOST CHERISHED MOMENTSBeing there

for the most priceless moments of family life—from the first months of a child’s life to the last

days of a parent’s—should not be considered a labor market perk for the few based on their

market value or negotiating power. It should be part of a basic sphere of economic dignity that

is protected for all. Among developed countries, the United States falls the most woefully short

in this area.The issue of comprehensive paid family leave for the care of new babies and

adopted children, medical emergencies, or ill loved ones does not always get top-tier billing in

the current political atmosphere. Indeed, only two of the twenty candidates mentioned it in the

first four nights of Democratic presidential debates in 2019—John Delaney and Senator Kirsten

Gillibrand, the lead Senate advocate for the gold-standard Family and Medical Insurance

Leave Act on comprehensive paid leave. Yet the capacity to take time off to be with a newborn

or adopted child or a parent in their final days must be a universal requirement of basic

economic dignity.Consider just the issue of paid leave for a new baby or adopted child. In every

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) country other than the

United States, there is guaranteed paid leave for new mothers of an average of four and a half

months. Some, like the United Kingdom, offer nine months of such leave. Several countries

guarantee months of paid leave reserved for new fathers as well.2 Not so in the United

States.What is stunning is not just what an exception the United States is, but how dramatic

the consequences of this exception are. While it is disgraceful that we fail to provide universal

health-care coverage, 91 percent of Americans do have some health insurance.3 Yet 84

percent of all Americans (in the private sector) do not have paid family leave.4 Poignantly,

fewer than 10 percent of those who get paid to take care of other people have any paid leave

to take time off for the birth or adoption of their own children.5The results are shocking and

disturbing: Nearly one in eight new moms in the United States are economically forced to go

back to work within one week of childbirth.6 And nearly one in four new moms must return to



work within two weeks. American fathers also suffer from lack of parental leave; the vast

majority of fathers take two weeks of leave or less.7Journalist Sharon Lerner documents what

having to rush back to work out of economic necessity looks like. Lerner tells the stories of

mothers forced by financial hardship to return to often difficult, long jobs after only short

periods of leave. One was Natasha Long, who, after the birth of her third child, started twelve-

hour (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.) shifts, four to five days a week, at ACCO Office Supplies in Booneville,

Mississippi. Long had been ordered to bed rest for many weeks at the end of her difficult

pregnancy. She had a different employer, a dollar store, during her pregnancy that had not fired

her but had not paid her either, resulting in debts piling up even before the birth. Because she

needed an income, she quickly returned to work at a new job at ACCO, but there, she

struggled with depression and a lack of privacy, as her factory had no lactation room. Lerner

writes:When she was on breaks, she had to run out to her truck. She sat in the cab, worried

that someone might see her, and pumped, while tears rolled down her face and over the plastic

suction cups attached to her breasts. Long cried because she wanted to be holding her baby

rather than sitting in the parking lot of a factory in her old Yukon Denali.8Long suffered from

headaches and worried her depression might be used against her by child welfare authorities

to claim she was an unfit mother, not equipped to keep her kids.The sad truth is that while the

federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) was a huge step forward in 1993 for

guaranteeing that parents could not be fired for taking unpaid leave, an estimated 40 percent of

all workers are not covered by FMLA.9 This wholly avoidable gap leads to over a quarter of all

workers being fired or forced to quit their jobs when they take leave.10 For lower-income

families, taking unpaid leave is too often both unaffordable and necessary, leading to

disastrous declines in their economic situations. Long worked twelve-hour shifts because of the

debt she was forced to assume when she took unpaid leave during her difficult

pregnancy.Nation reporter Bryce Covert describes the efforts of Sonya Underwood, a hospital

worker in Atlanta, Georgia, to hoard paid time off and take out disability insurance to cover her

lost income from taking unpaid leave for the birth of her child. The doctors found cervical

complications and her child arrived at twenty-six weeks. Her insurance and savings all ran out,

forcing her to go back to work while her son remained in the NICU. Things only got worse.

When she finally brought her baby boy home, she lost her job and car—as she failed to find

any type of affordable care for such a medically fragile baby.11While we accept that in a

capitalist society a person’s market value will impact their income, luxury vacations, and the

size of their homes, do we really think from a dignity perspective that the capacity to take some

weeks off after the birth of a child should be determined by a person’s economic power in labor

markets?Consider bereavement leave—paid time off when one suffers the death of a loved

one, including a spouse or a child. This is the greatest grief of all. More often than not, a worker

affected by such a loss is dealing with both their own immense sorrow and the grief of other

loved ones who need comfort. One would think all would agree that paid time off in such tragic

instances would be part of a basic guarantee of economic dignity not subject to one’s

economic station or status. And yet while four in five executives have some form of paid

bereavement leave, only one in five of those in the lower decile of wages do. Indeed, it is

common for companies to explicitly grant bereavement leave to their executives and not to the

majority of their workers. In low-wage industries, the access to bereavement leave is

astonishingly limited: just 16 percent in food and accommodation services, for example. In

higher-wage industries, like finance and insurance, 88 percent of workers have access to

bereavement leave.12Again, we as a nation have to ask whether a worker’s rank in a company

or economic station in life should be the fundamental determinant of whether the person has



the economic capacity to take time off to grieve and comfort loved ones when the most painful

moments in family life occur. Whether or not comprehensive paid family and bereavement

leave is always treated like a top-tier political issue, its absence leaves a major and troubling

gap in an economic dignity compact.2. PUTTING FOOD ON THE TABLE—AND TO BE AT

THE TABLEThe issue of universal paid family leave is only a symptom of a bigger issue:

whether what is necessary to put food on the table requires being too often absent from both

the literal and figurative table oneself. For many who have the benefit of economic means, the

balance between the first pillar—caring for family—and the second pillar—pursuit of potential

and purpose—is an issue of choice and work/life balance. I, like many others, have chosen

very different balances at different points in my life. During the Clinton administration—before I

was married—I was known as a notorious workaholic in the White House, regularly working

hundred-hour weeks, while going to great lengths to spend regular time with Derick and

Samantha. My work life in the Obama administration—especially during the first six months of

the financial crisis—was no picnic either. But like many people, I made different decisions

based on my age and my children, Miles and Nina, at home. Rather than being the last one

turning off the lights every night in the West Wing, every day was a sprint to get home in time

to put my young daughter to sleep, and every weekend was an effort to at least work from

home when possible. In my post–White House life, wonderfully, I have been able to arrange my

schedule in order to take my daughter home from school the vast majority of days for the last

six years.For those of us with economic means, these major life choices are personal and

context-specific, and often shift depending on the seasons of one’s life. For tens of millions of

Americans, however, the number and schedule of work hours is a matter of necessity, not

personal choice.When parents are forced to work three jobs to provide for their family, we are

not meeting the first pillar of economic dignity. Spending time with family is the most common

source of meaning for adult Americans: seven in ten adults say that it provides a “great deal of

meaning and fulfillment” in their lives, surpassing even religious faith or career.13 For parents,

time spent with their children is the leading activity that brings them meaning and happiness.14

An economic dignity goal must mean structuring our wage, benefits, and workers’ rights

policies so that providing food and other basic provisions of economic security is not so all-

consuming that it prevents a parent from being there for both the exceptional and ordinary

moments of child raising or caring for older relatives.Martin Luther King spoke of employment

discrimination as creating a cycle whereby black workers are forced to work such excessive

hours—often caring for other people’s children—that they are left “unable to be with our

children and give them the time and the attention that they need.”15 In the case of Natasha

Long, she not only works 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. shifts, but she has to drive one hour each way to and

from work. She is up at four o’clock and returns past seven o’clock as her kids, whom she

could not see in the morning, are on their way to bed.16 Variations on this story are played out

in millions of families across the nation. Unpredictable, grueling work schedules are on the rise.

One in five employees works sixty hours a week or more.17 Low-wage workers feel the strain

of unpredictable, irregular schedules at astonishing rates: half have to do back-to-back closing

and opening shifts that are separated by less than eleven hours, and seven in ten workers are

required by their employer to keep their schedules “open and available,” making it virtually

impossible to plan life and manage time for family obligations.18 Eight in ten low-wage workers,

in fact, have little input into their schedules and a large majority have less than two weeks’

notice on what their schedules are, which infringes on the sense of respect that comes in

having some degree of voice and say over basic elements of one’s economic and family

life.19What does this say about how we should best ensure a capacity to care for family with



economic dignity? It means that when we design policies that determine the minimum income

and benefits any working family should have, it should be devised with the understanding of

what it truly means to both put food on the table and be at the table—and at the PTA meeting,

at the bedside of ill loved ones, and at bedtime for children. What truly constitutes an economic

dignity wage cannot just be the total income of the family or household regardless of how many

hours are worked or a job’s impact on our capacity to experience the most universally

treasured aspects of family life.3. DIGNITY FROM THE EYES OF LOVED ONESWe document

economic reality through statistics about individual people as if they were atomized—how

many people have jobs, have health care, are going to college. Most of us, however,

experience much of our sense of economic dignity through our relationships, including our

economic capacity to care for loved ones. There is no pain like feeling you have failed in this

responsibility.After the financial crisis, I helped lead the fight in the Obama White House for

three more years of extended emergency unemployment relief in 2011, 2012, and 2013. Some

labor market economists focused only on whether such benefits might reduce the incentive of

some unemployed workers to take a new but suboptimal job. These are reasonable factors to

weigh when designing unemployment insurance policies. But those were also years where

stories abounded of working parents falling into extreme financial hardship, sometimes leading

to eviction or foreclosure, with those outcomes then driving parents to despair, addiction, or

worse. When weighing an economic policy decision like extending unemployment benefits in a

weak economy, should it be improper to also weigh the devastating loss of economic dignity

some working parents may suffer from feeling they failed the loved ones who relied on them

the most?If a child is unable to access proper medical treatment, it may only be recorded in

statistics about coverage and health care. But beneath those statistics is likely the deep loss of

dignity for parents who find that despite their hard work and best efforts, they are not able to

provide the care and opportunity their children need without bankrupting their family. That’s

why universal health care is such a powerful dignity issue. A searing tweet thread by Andrew

Kimmel, a documentary and television producer, told of how his once thriving father had

endured immense economic challenges because of Kimmel’s sister’s mental illness. Kimmel

described the downward cycle his father experienced dealing with his sister’s and his own

health while losing his capacity to provide for his family. Kimmel’s father took his own life.

Kimmel said of his father, “His last words to paramedics were ‘I failed my family.’”In 2019,

journalist Sarah Kliff wrote about Texas resident Lindsay Clark, who could not afford insurance

for her two children. Clark’s family income was too high to qualify for Medicaid in Texas, a state

that has not expanded Medicaid under the ACA and has very limited eligibility with over

700,000 people living below the poverty line and still ineligible for Medicaid.20 Clark actually

waited in the ER parking lot to see if her two-year-old daughter went into a potentially deadly

seizure from possible poisoning, avoiding the emergency room for fear that it would be

financially ruinous. After the story ran, Kliff heard from many other parents who had faced the

same terrible dilemma and done the same harrowing thing.21Every year thousands of families

with children suffering from severe mental illness are forced to give them up to the foster care

system so that they can get state-funded medical treatment. One such family is Toni and Jim

Hoy of Illinois, whose adopted son, Daniel, began to have frequent psychiatric episodes

requiring hospitalization at ten years old. The episodes turned violent and threatened the

safety of their other children, making the need for treatment unquestionable to the family’s well-

being.22 Neither private insurance nor Medicaid would cover the $100,000 yearly cost of the

residential treatment Daniel needed, so two years later, out of options, they took twelve-year-

old Daniel into a hospital and told the staff they were abandoning him. The Hoys were initially



charged with child neglect, but Daniel was then able to get the care he needed—as a teenager

in the custody of the child welfare system.23 A 2003 report surveying nineteen states found

that just those states had over 12,700 cases of this type of act in 2001 alone, likely a severe

undercount of the number nationally.24 These are the pains that RFK referred to as “the

breaking of a man’s spirit.”25Too many parents—often lower-income, racial minority parents—

also feel powerless to protect their children’s health when they are disadvantaged by limited

economic choices and political power to combat environmental hazards in their communities

and homes. The experiences of parents in Flint, Michigan, may be the most egregious but are,

in fact, only one painful example. Across the country, African American kids are nearly three

times more likely than white children to get lead poisoning.26 African Americans, Hispanic

Americans, and Asian Americans are exposed to air with 21 to 43 percent more pollution from

cars, trucks, and buses than white Americans, leading to higher rates of asthma and other

negative complications among children.27 Incalculable studies have found that non-white

Americans and communities with high concentrations of non-whites tend to be burdened by

more pollutants and are more likely to have high-polluting facilities geographically located in

their residential communities.28 From Houston to the central valley of California, African

American and Hispanic communities face disproportionate harm from drought, localized

flooding, and wildfires. Marvin Gaye had it right nearly fifty years ago in his environmental

anthem “Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology)”: “Poison is the wind that blows from the north and

south and east.”29 When a parent is forced to raise their child where this poison

disproportionately blows, in spaces that expose them to known physical or cognitive harm, or

even death, it offends a basic sense of dignity.These strains to the capacity of parents to truly

care for family are challenges that are not confined to those with low incomes. For example, as

I will discuss in future chapters, we fail miserably to economically support the inspired efforts of

loving parents—both middle class and lower income—to ensure that their children with

physical or intellectual disabilities have every opportunity to contribute, pursue purpose and

potential, and live with as much independence as possible.4. OPPORTUNITY FOR FAMILY

AND ACCELERATING INEQUALITYWe live in a time of accelerating inequality, and as Alan

Krueger showed, in the United States this correlates with lower intergenerational mobility. He

refers to this as the Great Gatsby Curve.30 As we’ve become more unequal, children from

lower-income families are less likely to earn more than their parents did. We still revere the

American Dream, but now, as economist Raj Chetty said, “it’s basically a coin flip as to whether

you’ll do better than your parents.”31Much of the pursuit for universal economic dignity centers

on achieving a basic standard or floor for everyone in vital areas of caring for family. As long as

a pregnant person can deliver their baby safely and affordably, the fact that some who are

wealthy go to the hospital in chauffeured limousines or have doctors perform the birth at their

mansions does not in and of itself make other people’s childbirths less safe or less dignified.

But part of the troubling trend in accelerating inequality is that components of inequality feed

on themselves, giving those with resources and connections an ever greater momentum to

compound their gains for themselves and their children at the expense of the economic

mobility and dignity of others. When those same upper-income Americans can marshal every

possible advantage for their children—including extra tutoring, choice of the most rigorous

educational programs and schools, college advising, internships, and all-out mobilization to

gain admission to elite colleges—one cannot say their deployment of economic privilege and

wealth is a victimless crime. The amount that parents in the top income quintiles spend on

educational enrichment, like SAT prep, private tutors, music lessons, and technological

equipment, has ballooned to seven times more than what is spent by those in the bottom.32



These advantages can lead people to question whether their children have real first chances or

whether the system is rigged against them as the economic advantages of the privileged add

on, compound, and accelerate at the expense of opportunities for those less economically well

positioned.Even if arrests of several celebrities and prominent financiers deter blatantly

fraudulent efforts to gain admission to elite colleges, it likely flies in the face of human nature to

think that well-off parents are going to restrain themselves from doing everything that is legal

and ethical to help their children succeed. The more realistic and effective course is to have

rules that limit such advantages—like no legacy or fund-raising advantages for college

admissions—and to have affirmative policies that level the playing field, such as more public

assistance to provide top-quality SAT preparation, substantive summer activities for lower-

income children, college advisory help, internships, mentors, and high-quality after-school

programs for those with less economic advantage.Life’s greatest equality could be and should

be the capacity for all of us to experience the greatest and most universal joys and moments of

meaning with our families and in our loving relationships. Perhaps no economic metric perfectly

measures that aspiration. But this is one goal that does not require better measurement. It just

requires our collective heart and will.CHAPTER FOURTHE PURSUIT OF POTENTIAL AND

PURPOSEWhen philosopher Martha Nussbaum posed the question “What does a life worthy

of human dignity require?” she noted that the “notion of dignity is closely related to the idea of

active striving.”1 As with the most famous line in the Declaration of Independence regarding

happiness, it is the capacity to pursue potential and purpose—not its guarantee—that is

integral to economic dignity. Indeed, all aspects of the American political landscape praise the

distinctive ideal that in the United States the accident of your birth shall not determine the

outcome of your life: that regardless of race, religion, or economic station everyone should

have the ability to pursue their potential, to be afforded real first and second chances, and to

never feel given up on. Unfortunately, the gap between this ideal and the reality for millions of

our citizens is a particularly wide chasm.This is an indefensible gap on both economic dignity

and economic growth grounds. Ensuring everyone continually has the capacity to contribute in

the economy and society is a recipe for both expanding a sense of value and worth for

individuals and maximizing national potential. While the notion of active striving is closely

related to pursuit of potential, the opportunity to contribute and make a difference is closely

related to the pursuit of purpose and the fulfillment of a basic human need integral to

dignity.Just over a half century ago, Robert F. Kennedy called for a recognition that “even if we

act to erase material poverty, there is another greater task, it is to confront the poverty of

satisfaction—purpose and dignity—that afflicts us all.”2 In a speech later that year just before

his death, RFK added, “Those who live with us are our brothers . . . [and] share with us the

same short movement of life . . . [and] they seek—as we do—nothing but the chance to live out

their lives in purpose and happiness, winning what satisfaction and fulfillment they can.”3FIRST

CHANCESSince the establishment of the new republic, no economic notion has been more

idealized in the American story than the idea that one’s life should not be predetermined by the

economic station of one’s birth.James Truslow Adams, an early twentieth-century historian,

highlighted this value when he laid early claim to the term “American Dream” in 1931. Adams

wrote that part of what distinguished the American Dream from the understandings of the

“European upper classes” was the “dream of a social order in which each man and each

woman shall be able to attain to the fullest stature of which they are innately capable, and be

recognized by others for what they are, regardless of the fortuitous circumstances of birth or

position.” Adams went on to define the heart of that dream as “being able to grow to fullest

development as man and woman, unhampered by the barriers which had slowly been erected



in older civilizations, unrepressed by social orders which had developed for the benefit of

classes rather than for the simple human being of any and every class.”4Of course, there is

reason to discount the ideal of true first chances in light of the immense hypocrisy at our

founding of excluding nearly everyone but white men from any semblance of this ideal.

Throughout most of our history, the majority of people residing on U.S. soil were denied by the

accident of birth their capacity to pursue their potential by laws, policies, and discriminatory

social norms. Yet as legal scholar Ganesh Sitaraman writes in The Crisis of the Middle-Class

Constitution, there is still worth in understanding the values that were upheld for those

considered “within the political community” even as one recognizes the brutality of those

excluded from that “political community.”5 Doing so creates the power to define—as Martin

Luther King, Frederick Douglass, and Thurgood Marshall so effectively did—the claims of

those excluded or newly included in terms of asking only for equal application of cherished

American values. A central theme of Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech was to

elevate the ideals of American equality of all people, and then to define those ideals as a

“promissory note to which every American was to fall heir . . . black . . . as well as white.”In fact,

there are few founding values so revered from all sides even today, from former House of

Representatives Speaker Paul Ryan, who said the United States was founded on the idea that

“the condition of your birth does not determine the outcome of your life,”6 to President Obama,

who in his 2014 State of the Union address declared, “I believe, that here in America, our

success should depend not on accident of birth, but the strength of our work ethic and the

scope of our dreams. That’s what drew our forebears here. It’s how the daughter of a factory

worker is CEO of America’s largest automaker; how the son of a barkeeper is Speaker of the

House; how the son of a single mom can be President of the greatest nation on Earth.”7But

beneath these statements lie deep divisions. Some see the goal of true first chances as

achieved simply by the absence of formal legal barriers. Others rightly ask whether in reality

the accident of birth ends up being overwhelmingly determinative of the economic outcomes

and opportunities in one’s life. Taking economic dignity seriously means ensuring first chances

in fact, not just theory.Suppose that the U.S. Congress was to pass a law stating that only 3.2

percent of poor children could go on to graduate from a four-year college, but 60 percent of

affluent kids could. Most Americans would find such a law outrageous and contrary to our

values. Yet what does it say when this is in fact our current reality and there is so little outrage?

8 How can so many people across the political spectrum laud and elevate the value of being a

nation where your economic life is not determined by the accident of your birth, when it is

devastatingly clear that for so many this is the case? How can even the most libertarian market

fundamentalists claim that the lack of more equal educational and economic attainment is a

matter of individual failing, when the evidence suggests the odds are so deeply stacked against

tens of millions by the time they are in the crib? These facts should be seen as an all-out

assault on this most central economic ideal. It should be a mark of shame and a call to action.

It should compel us to recognize and address the roots and dynamics of cumulative economic

disadvantage and, for many, the impacts of past and present racial discrimination that work to

repudiate our ideal of true first chances for all.Consider a few stark realities.If a child is poor at

birth, there is a strong possibility that child will remain poor for most of their childhood. Nearly

70 percent of black children and about half of all children born into poverty remain

impoverished for most of their childhoods.9 As an exhaustive review by the National Academy

of Sciences summarized, “The weight of the causal evidence indicates that income poverty

itself causes negative child outcomes, especially when it begins in early childhood and/or

persists throughout a large share of a child’s life.”10 Children born poor are three times as



likely to not earn a high school diploma.11 This is not due to a lack of ambition. Like kids from

high-income families, a majority of high school sophomores who were born into low-income

families plan to earn at least a bachelor’s degree,12 but only 14 percent do so, compared with

60 percent of more affluent children.13 In their late twenties, the kids who were born in poverty

are more than five times as likely to be poor.14 In their early thirties, boys born to the poorest

10 percent of families are more than twenty times as likely to be incarcerated as children born

to families in the wealthiest 10 percent.15Judging the existence of first chances only through

the lens of whether there are current legal barriers to upward mobility does not allow one to

see the real barriers so many face. It can blind us to the reality that current and historic racism

can have negative multiplier effects with each generation. If a black child is born into a low-

income family, they are four times less likely to reach the top income quintile in their midthirties

than a white child who was also born into a low-income household.16 In 99 percent of

neighborhoods measured by the Census, black boys are less likely to earn more than their

parents than white boys who grew up in the same neighborhood, even in wealthy

households.17 Sociologists Alexandra Killewald and Brielle Bryan argue that “decades of

discrimination and segregation give white and non-white young adults very different sets of

childhood experiences and parental resources” that play out in vastly different ways, critically

shaping the ability to accumulate wealth throughout life.18 For instance, if one’s grandparents

have wealth stemming from their access to homeownership early in their lives, this gives their

children and grandchildren a greater ability to invest in themselves during their lives. This

means that the historical roots of racist housing policy have very real implications for the

present, undermining the promise of true first chances.19Internationally, when we look at the

connection between how children in adulthood fare compared with their parents in terms of

education and income, the tightness of this relationship in the United States is comparable to

what is seen in some developing countries, where opportunity is often presumed to be limited

to family wealth and status.20Is this the American Dream we praise? These statistics reflect

the reality that the accident of birth too often plays a devastating role in denying the economic

dignity that comes from, to use the words of Nobel Prize–winning economist Amartya Sen, “a

life of genuine choice with serious options.”21SECOND CHANCESA commitment to second

chances is equally ingrained in our country’s roots. This is a commitment that the accidents of

life and bad luck should not cut off a person’s intrinsic chance to contribute, find purpose, and

pursue potential. We have uniquely romanticized in the United States the capacity of people

who stumbled or fell on hard times to move to America or move west, plot their own land, even

chase gold in the pursuit of their dreams. Americans revere the stories of entrepreneurs who

failed repeatedly before striking it big. “This American continent,” as FDR stated, “is to be a

place of the second chance.”22 George W. Bush also revered this country as “the land of

second chance,” where “the gates of the prison open,” and “the path ahead should lead to a

better life.”23This value is not just folklore. It is evident in our country’s early rejection of debt

prisons. Richard Johnson, who later became vice president of the United States under Martin

Van Buren, was a fierce advocate in the 1820s for abolishing debt prisons. As a Kentucky

senator, he centered his arguments on the importance of protecting a sphere of dignity from

being crushed at the discretion of creditors. Debt prison law, he charged, “gives to the creditor

this sovereign power over his person, a power too sacred to be abridged by his own act, to

lodge him in prison at discretion.” It was one thing, Johnson argued, to “strip the debtor of

everything that can benefit the creditor,” but “do not take that which will degrade the man . . .

inflict the keenest wound upon the whole family.” Instead, Johnson argued, “the law should

carefully avoid giving one citizen a control over the personal liberty of another.” It should not



cast him in a debt prison where “his prospects are blasted, and his hopes are withered.”24As

economist Bradley Hansen writes, “Many people came to believe that the forces that brought

people to insolvency were often beyond their control and that to give them a fresh start was not

only fair but in the best interest of society. Burdened with debts they had no hope of paying

they had no incentive to be productive, creditors would take anything they earned. Freed from

these debts they could once again become productive members of society.”25The movement

to end debt prisons spread through the United States at both the federal and state levels

decades before other nations. New York had instituted partial repeal of debt prisons by 1818,

and full abolishment there and in Maine and Tennessee followed by 1831. As historian Jill

Lepore notes, it was a “wonder, really, that Americans managed to get rid of [debt prisons]; at

the time, debtors were imprisoned in every country in Europe except Portugal.”26For the same

reasons, beginning in the 1800s, the United States repeatedly returned to the issue of personal

bankruptcy laws, not just to avoid the chaos of a creditor rush, but to provide people with a

“fresh start.” Historian Edward Balleisen notes that “the legal treatment of bankruptcy in the

United States astonished European visitors such as Alexis de Tocqueville.”27 In Democracy in

America, Tocqueville noted that a critical part of the American economic story was its lack of a

punitive or degrading attitude to those who tried and failed on a commercial enterprise.

Tocqueville celebrates the United States as a place where “fortunes are lost and regained

without difficulty,” noting that America does not “disgrace” those who take risks in new

commercial enterprise and fail. “Hence,” says Tocqueville, “arises the strange indulgence which

is shown to bankrupts in the United States; their honor does not suffer by such an accident. In

this respect the Americans differ, not only from the nations of Europe, but from all the

commercial nations of our time.”28DENIALS OF SECOND CHANCES: OUR WEAK

ECONOMIC COMPACTOur history holds the utmost reverence for second chances, but today

the United States stands out among almost all industrialized nations in the failure of its policies

to ensure second chances. We revere the Silicon Valley entrepreneur who hits big on their third

or fourth chance, but for those who happen to work in the wrong industry at the wrong time,

whose factories close and whose communities wither, who struggle with long-term

unemployment, or who at some point enter our criminal justice system, the American promise

of limitless potential and second chances feels distant, if not pathetic.The United States

spends less as a percentage of GDP than any other OECD country except Mexico on

programs to help those who are unemployed or at risk of losing a job to make transitions to

new jobs. In 2015, the United States spent 0.1 percent of GDP; Denmark spent twenty times

more, and Sweden spent twelve times more.29 During the first year out of work, the United

States offers the least generous unemployment benefits of any country in the OECD.30 Two

out of three families with a displaced worker in America experience poverty.31DENIALS OF

SECOND CHANCES: THE ISSUE OF LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYMENTThe United States

tolerates devastating discrimination against the long-term unemployed most in need of second

chances. These impacts are cumulative and accelerating. Once a worker has experienced a

certain length of unemployment, a negative cycle sets in: difficulty getting interviews can lead

to depression as well as declines in self-esteem and even physical health—a downward spiral

for once-thriving workers. The result can lead to a deep assault on economic

dignity.Economists often pay close attention to permanent loss of earning power from a major

event, such as a recession or losing a job, even after the event is no longer present—a

phenomenon known as hysteresis. When it comes to being displaced from work for a long

period of time, the harm from an economic dignity perspective is broader and deeper. Simply

put, when people go through short-term unemployment, they go through real economic stress



and temporary hardship, but most recover. Those who are involuntarily unemployed for long

periods may lose their house, their spouse, their confidence, and their self-worth, and many

never fully recover. A review of four thousand studies on work found that unemployment over

time has a worse impact on emotional health than the death of a spouse or divorce.32 Nearly

four in ten of the long-term unemployed report strained family relations and a loss of self-

respect and are significantly more likely to say they sought professional help for depression.33

The impacts of long-term unemployment reverberate through families across generations. The

future job prospects of children are negatively affected by the damage—financial and

psychological—of parental job loss.34 Children of the long-term unemployed are 15 percent

more likely to repeat a grade,35 and when they grow up, they are more likely to report lower life

satisfaction.36 Across entire communities with high rates of long-term unemployment, suicide

rates have been found to go up.37The long-term unemployed face a vicious discriminatory

cycle. This was seen when researchers sent out nearly identical résumés to employers, except

that one of the two résumés showed long-term unemployment. The long-term unemployed

applicant needed to send out three and a half times as many résumés on average to get in

front of a potential employer. The study found the bias was so significant that even when they

also changed the applicant’s work experience, the long-term unemployed person with relevant

experience was less likely to be interviewed than a recently unemployed person with no

relevant experience.38 Another study found that when the only difference in otherwise identical

résumés was whether the applicant had been unemployed for one month versus eight months,

the résumé with the longer period of unemployment received 45 percent fewer callbacks.39

They also found that the negative ratio of long-term unemployment to employer callback was

stronger in cities with lower unemployment, indicating that those caught in joblessness over an

extended period of time may never be able to catch up even with a strong local

economy.Sometimes the discrimination is intentional, while other times it is based on

seemingly neutral criteria like credit scores, which can signify nothing more than unemployment

—not any form of irresponsible behavior. Journalist Annie Lowrey wrote about one long-term

unemployed woman, Jenner Barrington-Ward, a fifty-three-year-old college graduate who

worked steadily for three decades, and over the course of five years slid from a comfortable

middle-class life to being “broke and homeless” after being laid off. “I’ve also been told point-

blank to my face, ‘We don’t hire the unemployed.’ And the two times I got real interest from a

prospective employer, the credit check ended it immediately.”40The implications are

devastating for second chances. If a person fails to get a job within a few months, employers

make it harder for them to ever get a job again, and the unemployed person often sinks into

isolation and depression. Once people do find a job, their wages are lower than those of

continually employed workers for up to twenty years after the initial employment loss.41 A

study by economist Daniel S. Hamermesh found that workers who were unemployed for six

months or more made 5 to 15 percent less than similar workers when they regained

employment.42 As former Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke noted in 2012, this means

that over time, “the long-term unemployed will see their skills and labor force attachment

atrophy further, possibly converting a cyclical problem into a structural one.”43In my last full

year as President Obama’s national economic adviser, I spearheaded his effort to get private

sector commitments to stop the devastating discrimination against the long-term unemployed.

With President Obama’s blessing, I spoke at the Business Council Executive Committee to ask

if we could work to create a compact against discrimination versus the unemployed. Several

business leaders told me there was no way their firms used screening that would hurt the

unemployed, but within hours they called me to say that they were wrong and wanted to be



involved with fixing it. Many didn’t realize that employment status was a negative screening

criterion or that other criteria—like a sudden drop in credit scores—would de facto penalize the

long-term unemployed. About three hundred businesses—including twenty Fortune 50

companies—signed a pledge to take active measures not to weed out the long-term

unemployed during their hiring processes. Yet many major companies never signed up. And in

the negotiations on the pledge, to my great frustration, we were not able to include an explicit

ban on the use of credit scores. I found this maddening, as it could not be more clear that

screening workers for falls in credit scores during a major recession was like refusing an

emergency flood loan to homeowners because their house was wet. A voluntary pledge was

clearly going to be only a small step forward.44THE WORST BETRAYAL OF SECOND

CHANCES: OUR CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMThe American criminal justice system stands

out as the greatest offender of failing to realize our idealized promise of second chances. The

United States imprisons far more people than any other nation, imprisons far too many people

for long periods for minor offenses, and has racial disparities in countless metrics. Black men

receive federal sentences that are 20 percent longer for the same crimes as white men.45 In

five states, African Americans are incarcerated at rates of ten times or more than whites.46

The United States has also erected a multifaceted, counterproductive system of barriers

preventing people convicted of crimes from ever getting a viable second chance. This is seen

in the way the system makes it very difficult for incarcerated individuals to set themselves up

for employment success when they are released. These barriers to employment are cruel and

illogical. Finding a steady job relatively quickly after reentry is one of the most effective ways of

helping people avoid returning to prison.47Consider the following barriers to a second chance,

no less a fresh start.First, the criminal justice system does a very poor job at helping inmates

maintain ties to their social support networks that for most are critical to having a real second

chance when they reenter society. Low-income families of incarcerated individuals—many

trying to economically survive with the loss of their primary breadwinner—are left with no

option but to pay exorbitant costs, as high as $400 to $500 per month, for phone calls and

emails to stay in touch with their incarcerated family member.48 With so many who are

incarcerated sent to prisons far from their support networks, fewer than one in three

incarcerated people receive a visit from a loved one in any given month.49 From an economic

dignity perspective, why does the system make it so hard for incarcerated people to maintain

or build relationships with loved ones while in prison?Second, while we know that some form of

higher education is increasingly necessary to get a good-quality job in the economy that

returning individuals enter, we do a terrible job of making quality postsecondary education

available to people while they are behind bars. A major part of why there are so few higher

education opportunities offered in prisons is that people incarcerated in federal and state

prisons are banned from receiving Pell Grants. While 64 percent of incarcerated individuals

have attained a high school diploma or equivalent, in 2014, only 9 percent completed any type

of postsecondary education program while in prison. Nearly six in ten people behind bars do

not earn any education credentials while in prison.50 This is not only a harm to the economic

dignity of the individuals but also irrational for governments, given both workforce needs and

that the best available evidence finds that incarcerated individuals who participate in

postsecondary education are 48 percent less likely to recidivate.51Third, we allow a set of

discriminatory employment measures to block the path to getting a job for the more than

650,000 people who reenter society from prison each year.52 In addition to the controversial

commonplace practice of requiring those with criminal records to check the box on job

applications, when individuals gain skills in prison that could set them up for good-quality jobs



post-release, they are barred due to an array of occupational licensing restrictions. In

California, incarcerated individuals recently made up half or more of the firefighters who fought

historic wildfires while being paid less than $2 per hour.53 Yet when these individuals—who no

doubt saved lives and gained experience battling blazes—reenter society, they are effectively

blocked from being able to serve as firefighters due to licensing restrictions.54 Regardless of

whether someone gained the relevant skills in prison, a real second chance means not being

banned from accessing one in four jobs that require an occupational license. There is also a

vicious cycle in housing. An inability to have shelter and a permanent address can make

interviewing for jobs very difficult while the obstacles to finding employment no doubt contribute

to the painful reality that the formerly incarcerated are roughly ten times more likely to

experience homelessness than the general population.55Fourth, when individuals become

involved in the criminal justice system—whether they are convicted or just arrested—the record

can trail them for the rest of their lives, unless they can have the record sealed or expunged.

While at least thirty-six states have some kind of legal mechanism to clear some criminal

records,56 these remedies often do not end up being accessed for a number of reasons,

including that the person may be unaware or not have the correct information to navigate the

cumbersome process or may be required to pay a fee of hundreds of dollars. One study of

Michigan criminal convictions found that only 6.5 percent of eligible records had applications

for expungement after five years of being eligible!57Finally, as I will discuss below, the

increasingly common use of fines and fees imposed on people who become involved in the

criminal justice system is a major barrier to the prospect of starting anew.Fortunately, there is

some progress. There is growing bipartisan support for the critically important policy of

restoring the Pell Grant for those in prison. There has also been some momentum at the state

level to fund in-prison college programs.58 It will be critical to the success of such programs to

ensure rigorous quality and antipredator requirements and that individuals can easily continue

and transfer credits toward completing degrees when they are released. And “fair chance”

licensing reforms have been gaining bipartisan momentum at the state level, too, with at least

nine states passing reforms to ease irrational barriers to occupational licenses in 2019.59 In

the past two years, more than twenty states expanded access to record-clearing remedies to

give more people a shot at a second chance,60 and Pennsylvania even made the process

much more straightforward, enacting legislation to automatically seal the records of some thirty

million criminal cases.61THE NEW DEBT PRISONSWhereas once the United States led the

way in banning debt prisons, today we are seeing the rise of actual and virtual debt prisons

through the practice of fines and fees in the criminal justice system.This practice emerged as a

by-product of state and local finances. Toward the end of the twentieth century, in tandem with

mounting costs to fund the ballooning criminal justice system, governments began requiring

more of the costs to be paid by defendants through fines and fees.62 At least one estimate

places the amount that state and local governments collect each year at $15 billion, with some

counties relying on fines and fees for as much as half of their policing and judicial

expenditures.63 Punitive fines and fees are also used disproportionately in jurisdictions with

higher shares of black residents.64 Indeed, in Ferguson, Missouri, the Department of Justice

found that court fees and fines constituted a major source of city revenue.65The number of

people affected by such fees is dramatic. In 2004, the latest year that the federal government

surveyed incarcerated individuals on this topic, two-thirds of inmates reported that they were

ordered to pay various fines or fees, compared with 25 percent in 1991.66 In 2014, sociologist

Alexes Harris estimated that the share of returning individuals with these costs was 80 to 85

percent.67Many of the most common fees are for things that most Americans probably believe



are guaranteed by law to indigent defendants. For example, in 2014, at least forty-three states

and Washington, DC, allowed courts to bill defendants for a public defender. Many states also

charge for a jury.68 Fees for probation services are common, too. In 2014, forty-four states

used the practice of charging released individuals for their own court-imposed probation and

parole,69 in some cases in connection with for-profit probation service providers. There are

also fees that are tacked on essentially if you’re poor: interest rates as high as 12 percent,70

late fees, fees for setting up a payment plan, even paying for collection.71 Ten million people

collectively owe over $50 billion as a result of their engagement with the criminal justice

system.72These fines and fees operate as modern-day debt prisons. They force untold

numbers of Americans to go to prison for nothing more than being too poor to pay debts to the

criminal justice system—a criminalization of poverty. For millions more, these fines and fees

create virtual debt prisons: economic barriers that make it nearly impossible for someone

engaged with the criminal justice system to make the escape from debt that is needed for a

true second chance and fresh start. These practices are as irrational as they are cruel and

contrary to our ideals of giving people second chances. In some jurisdictions, governments set

these fines and fees knowing that much of the criminal justice debt will never be collected73

and then are willing to re-incarcerate people at costs to taxpayers that are frequently higher

than the individual’s outstanding debt.ACTUAL PRISON FOR DEBTThe number of Americans

who experience jail or prison simply for criminal justice debt is a national scandal. One case in

point: An NPR investigation told of a homeless man named Tom Barrett arrested for stealing a

can of beer. In an example of the downward spiral caused by such fees, his inability to pay a

$50 public defender fee led him to proceed alone, and he was eventually ordered to pay $400

a month for for-profit probation services, an electronic ankle monitor, and other fees. Because

he failed to pay, Barrett was sent to jail with a twelve-month sentence.74Mr. Barrett’s case is

not an isolated incident. Failure to pay these kinds of fines and fees is a major cause of re-

incarceration. While the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Bearden v. Georgia in 1983 that it is

unconstitutional to incarcerate people simply because of their inability to pay fines and fees

that courts impose,75 that ruling is not holding up in the real lives of people across this country.

Even in 2004, a study found that twenty-one thousand people returned to prison because their

parole or probation had been revoked because they failed to meet the financial conditions of

their release.76 A study in Rhode Island found that between 2005 and 2007 nearly one in five

of all incarcerated people were imprisoned for failure to pay a court debt.77 In Ferguson,

Missouri, missed payments or court dates often resulted in jail time for the predominantly poor

African American population disproportionately targeted by police.78 On any given day in the

United States, close to half a million people are incarcerated but not convicted of a crime.79

Those who remain incarcerated are there because they cannot afford to post bail. If they use

bail bondsmen to get out of jail, they likely incur high interest rates on the loans that can take

years to pay back. In many states, offenders may opt to stay in prison instead of paying fees

that come with parole supervision or other fees.80It is a cruel irony that the nation that first

shunned debt prisons has re-created them through the use of fines and fees that effectively

criminalize poverty and imprison low-income Americans—disproportionately people of color—

in endless debt and the denial of true second chances.VIRTUAL DEBT PRISONSThe impact

of such criminal justice debt on creating virtual prisons—barriers to a true second chance—is

even more widespread. In 2011, approximately 20 percent of Philadelphia city residents had

unmet criminal justice debt, with a median debt of $4,500.81 In Alabama, more than half the

individuals with felony convictions had a bill of $5,000 or more in sanctions.82 Across all

reintegrated individuals in the United States, nearly half report having zero earnings in the first



year after reentering society.83 Simply put, such debt can serve as a major block for anyone

leaving prison to get housing or a job, or provide for themselves and their families with any

form of dignity. These debts hold back a population who we know are among the most

disadvantaged economically in society from having true second chances. It not only increases

the risk of reincarceration, but robs those leaving the criminal justice system of the funds they

need to gain access to housing, care for their children, and to set up a new shot at life, even

after they supposedly served their debt to society.
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